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...Hinduism is a religion for the naturally religious. lt is for those who take sheer delight
in religions's color, festivities, and devotional fervor, in pleasing gorgeous gods, in
dreaming of the most opulent heavens conceived by man, in the grim romance of asceticism,
and in the deep waters of meditation. lt is for such people that Hinduism does work
appreciable changes of consciousness. So long as there arc those naturally
religious,...Hinduism with its mysterious gods and masters will not be without those in all
lands who are fascinated by its transpersonal charm.

-from Robert S. Ellwood, Religious and Spiritual Groups in Modern America

INTRODUCTION

For contemporary America, new religions (or 'cults', as they are

referred to by many people today) present some very interesting challenge.

Our society today, though pluralistic, is guided by ideals of economic

achievement and founded on social institutions such as the family unit and

mainline religions. Typically, these new religions express some criticism

of the values or ideals of our soc¡ety to the extent that they reject

institutional standards in favor of their own. The new religion may be a

philosophy, or ¡t may be a way of living, completely removed from the

American context.

The challenges of new religions to contemporary society address

issues from the microcosm of an individual's psychology, to the family unit,

to the values that are the foundations of our social institutions. There is

much debate over 'submission to authority': An element found in many cults

which entails the adherence to the view of one founding individual. Does

this indicate some kind of pathology or loss of free will? Family tensions

arise when members of a new religion seem like 'mindless robots' to their

family who do not understand the change in philosophy and/or lifestyle. The

new religions overtly challenge other established religions and the values

of mainstream America, either through their tenets or by direct criticism.

Can contemporary institutions co-exist with these religions in our

pluralistic society?

Some believe that the existence of cults today indicates something

important about modern America. Cults may fulfill some need that society
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does not address. One question is whether cults exist because our society

is devoid of meaningful encouragement for spiritual growth. Francine Daner

holds this position. She feels that some cults will remain "...so long as

[youth] remain liminal people in modern society, so long as the lack of value

orientation and stress of modern society persist."l Robert S. Ellwood, Jr.

contends that "new religious movements usually originate in periods of

great social stress, frustration, or transition."2 He further describes how a

new, revitalizing religion arises when the existing one leaves an emotional

void: '...if a religion...seems to have only constraints to offer and no joy,

then it is in trouble. Competitors will arise, probably seeming at first to

be unbalanced toward ecstasy."S The drive toward ecstasy is found within

many cults.

ln speaking of new religions, the definition determines the central

issues of the investigation of cults. The anticult definition sees mind

manipulation as the distinguishing feature of a cult (a feature which may

have little if any basis in fact). The sociological point of view

concentrates more on the social factors which contribute to the origin and

survival of cults. A more theological view, however, may define a 'cult' by

its doctrine or the innovation of its religious ideology. Regardless, the

range of definition is wide, indeed. As Larry Shinn explains, "...one will not

find any two lists of characteristics that agree exactly on what constitutes

a cult."4

Some people see new religions as an aberration of today's society.

Carl Raschke states that new religions are "...an improvised cure taken by a

growing circle of the culturally disenfranchised for what they perceive as a

vacuity and directionlessness of contemporary secular life."S He sees this

'cure' as a symbol of some societal pathology. Moreover, he clearly sees

cults as new religions outside western religious traditions: "The new

religions... try to transvalue Christian values..."[emphasis mine].6 This
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view ignores the fact that cults have arisen as Íar back as the Roman

Empire and beyond. The emergence of new religions is not peculiar to

modern society. Much of the popular literature today on cults draws the

attention of readers through horror stories of ex-cult members. One

example would be Conway and Siegelman's book, Snapping: America's

Epidemic of Sudden Personality Change or any of Ted Patrick's writing. Ted

Patrick began the practice of deprogramming: a process of tearing away a

cult identity from the member and imposing a socially accepted identity.

Part of the power of sensationalism is in its assertion that cults are

suddenly appearing today. Many other sociologists and anticultists take

Christian cults into account in their definitions. Ellwood has a more

generic definition based on the members' experience: the cult is "...a group

derived from the experience of [ecstatically inclined individual(s) where

thel...members experience the presence of the sacred in these individuals,

and seek to participate in their experience."T

Shinn aff irms that while much of the anticult publicity assumes

"...all cults are the same and...are equally dangerous", this is a gross

overgeneralization.S David Bromley and Anson Shupe argue even more

forcefully that a "...cult is a fashionable buzz word thrown about

haphazardly by the media, anticultists, establishment ministers..., and even

some social scientists...[to refer to] any group not conforming to a narrow

range of so-called normal middle-class religions."g They feel that "...many

highly publicized groups only remotely resemble cults."1 0

The object of this discussion is not to try to resolve the debate on

the definition of a cult but to illuminate the difficulty in investigating new

religions. Many of the nuances of any single new religion are lost if one

sees ¡t as 'just another destructive cult'. Similarly, it is even more

difficult to understand the existence of new religions when the distinct

beliefs and characters of the new religions are lost in the generalizations.
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The imprecision of definition leads to further confusion when looking at the

reasons people become involved in these religions today. Just as each of

these new religions differs in philosophy, ideology, structure and practice,

the reasons for their members' involvement differ. Furthermore, I feel that

until we understand why people join new religions, we will not understand

why such religions exist. My theoretical premise is that religion, as any

other social institution, serves some psychological function toi the 'true

believer.' New religions would not be compelling unless they 'spoke' to

something within their members' experience.

It is important to look at each new religion independently to avoid

confusing the factors that may explain an individual's involvement. We

should then better be able to conjecture about the sociological significance

of the religion. This paper will look at the Hare Krishna movement in

America (also known as ISKCON, the lnternational Society for Krishna

Consciousness). A study of this particular new religion will afford the

opportunity to understand more clearly why some decide to join a particular

movement. The reasons are related to the philosophy, founder, way of life,

and experience of the Hare Krishnas along with the particular context from

which the individual members come. These details would be lost if the

investigation "...lumped [the Hare Krishnas] into that collection of nascent

religious groups that sprang up in the late 1960s in America...labeled

cults."11 By looking at the Hare Krishnas in their own right, I hope to

illuminate issues important specifically to their movement, as well as

raise new issues that may be applicable to the study of new religions.
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SECTION l: BACKGROUND: HISTORY, CONTENT AND CONTEXT

As many theorists argue, a large part of the appeal of a new religion

is found in the appeal of the leader. This leader conveys some new message

and may draw members in through the power of the message, personal

appeal, exemplary behavior, or any combination of these elements. ln order

to understand the appeal of the Hare Krishnas this paper will look at the

founder, A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, and his message to America

in 1965. Since Prabhupada came from the Hindu tradition, one cannot

understand the man without some understanding of his cultural and

religious background. This analysis would also be incomplete without

looking at the social context to which Prabhupada brought his vision. lf his

message had not been 'right' for at least some people at the time when he

brought it, the Krishna movement never would have survived.

The Origins in lndia: From Krishna to Caitanya to Prabhupada

The Hare Krishnas come from a sect of classical Indian Hinduism.

The most obvious difference between Krishnaism and Vedantic Hinduism is

in the theology. ln classical Vedantic theology there is one 'Eternal

Absolute' where "...all personal gods are but secondary manifestations of

the impersonal One."1 Within this monistic theology, there is room for a

type of pantheon: "...there are three manifestations of the Absolute Godhead,

known as Brahman (the creator), Siva (the destroyer), and Vishnu (the

preserver). Krishna is a manifestation of Vishnu ...."2 Throughout the

history of Hinduism, various sects developed proclaiming that one or

another manifestation of the lmpersonal One was the central god-figure.

For example, there is a Vishnuite sect which recognizes Vishnu, alone, to

be the high god.3 According to the Hare Krishnas, Krishna is not simply an

incarnation of Vishnu but "...the highest manifestation of the Godhead

Moreover, the Hare Krishnas are set apart not only by their explicit
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theological claim, but by the practice of their belief. The development of

Krishnaism coinciöes with and depends on the development of devotional

religion in lndia beginning as early as the eleventh century'

The Bhagavata purana (or the Srimad-Bhagavatam) is the central text

of the Bengali school of Vaishnava Hinduism from which the Hare Krishnas

have evorved. The text was probabry written during the ninth or tenth

century A.D. The most famous section of the Bhagavatam is the Tenth

Canto, which tells of Krishna's childhood passtimes and of his frolicsome

days with the cowherd girls (gopis\. Also central is the Mahabharata, from

which the Bhagavad-Gita comes. This contains the story of Krishna and the

warrior, Arjuna.s The Hare Krishnas use only Prabhupada's translation and

explanation of this text, called Bhagavad-Gita As lt ls. The stories of

Krishna contain the material for devotion to God. This devotion entails

understanding Krishna in all His forms and manifestations and participating

,,...in the bliss of the milkmaids who loved him...[five thousand years ago]..6

Daner sees Ramanuja, a theistic philosopher in the eleventh century,

as the ,progenitor' of the philosophy linking bhakti (love) with the Gifa and

Krishna's life. Though this philosophy grew and changed over the

subsequent centuries, it took a major leap in the sixteenth century'

The most significant figure of the [Bengali Vaisnava] movement and its

greatest practitioner was caitanya (1496-1583). The revival of

devotional religion he inspired was so powerf ul that during his

lifetime, and foi a while after his death, it encompassed the greater

part of eastern lndia.... Caitanya.'.became the leader of the

Krsna-bhakti in Eastern lndia...[and] introduced kirtana (chanting the

name and Praises of Krsna).7

The Hare Krishnas (which is the branch of Caitanya Krishnaite sect

founded by prabhupada) maintain the teachings of Caitanya. "Chaitanya (sic)

taught that bhakti (love) for Krishna...would overcome bad karma

(accumulated spiritual demerit) and provide ultimate mukti (liberation)..8
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Thus, most of the activity of a Krishna follower is focused on praising,

loving, and participating in the glory of Krishna. The devotee is to enter

into a personal, loving relationship with Krishna. The devotees reach an

ecstatic state by chanting the Hare Krishna mantra . This ecstatic state of

lorle is our 'natural' state which we have forgotten by our attachment to the

illusions of the material and sensory world. A devotee explained this at a

lecture t attended in the Philadelphia ISKCON Center. According to him, we

are naturally attracted to Krishna, like a magnet. However, our magnets

have been covered with the dirt of materialism, thus obstructing our

participation in Krishna. Bhakti devotion 'washes' the magnet to allow this

personal relationship with Krishna. Devotees get close to God by "...the

chanting of the holy names of God.... The chanting...[is] the topmost method

for achieving spiritual perfection."9

Devotees believe that Caitanya's message came when the world

needed to hear it: "...Lord Krsna (src) has again appeared" to rescue those

who became confused about His teachings and who were "...unable to

practice austerities for self-purification..., but this time as His own pure

devotee, Lord Caitanya."10 This statement also carries an important

premise: devotees of Caitanya's time and many devotees today believe that

"Lord Caitanya is Lord Krsna, the Supreme Personality of Godhead."[italics

mine111

Deterioration threatens any movement when its leader dies. This

held true for the reformed Bengali f aith of the 1 6t h and early 1 7t h

centuries after Caitanya's death. He had named disciples who were to carry

on his spiritual work, but none was powerful enough to hold the movement

together. There have been many schisms in the Caitanya sect since the 16th

century, by these emergent sects still utilize bhakti devotion. Despite this

fragmentation, there remains a line of disciples from Caitanya to gurus of

this day, one of whom is PrabhuPada.
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Krishna's connection with Caitanya is critical to the gurus who

followed after him. Shinn explains the acquisition of this heritage through

Prabhupada's words: the spiritual master has his knowledge through

'...guru-parampara, disciplic succession. I hear from a perfect person,

and I distribute the knowledge the same way, without any change' Lord

Krishna gives us knowledge in . the Bhagavad- gita--and we are

distributint that same knowledge!12

When prabhupada achieved spiritual perfection and self-realization through

his guru's (Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati's) guidance, he could lead others as

their guru. ln turn, Prabhupada could and did name some of his disciples as

gurus (also known as spiritual masters) in the tradition of disciplic

succession. satsvarupa Maharaja is one of prabhupada's disciples, now a

highly regarded guru in the Hare Krishnas. He explains the continuation of

this process from Krishna to this day: "As Caitanya said, 'When I name them'

I order that they are at that moment gurus....' ...[T]hose men whom

[prabhupada] had named to initiate on his behalf would then initiate on their

own behalf.... The disciple of the guru will some day become a guru."1 3

Since the Hare Krishnas believe that Caitanya is an avatara (an incarnation)

of Krishna, this tradition maintains the sacred position of the guru. Not

only does a spiritual master transmit the message of Krishna perfectly, but

he14 has authority which comes directly from Krishna through parampara '

The founder of the Hare Krishnas, Prabhupada, was the spiritual

master of the first American devotees and remained the guru in ISKCON

until his death in 1g77. A brief bibliography will illuminate Prabhupada's

religious history and his reasons for bringing the Krishnaite faith to

America. From his life experience comes his personal religious mission--a

mission which his own disciples are to continue. Srila Prabhupada was born

Abhay Charan De on September 1 , 1896 in Calcutta to a wealthy Bengali

family.15 He was greatly influenced by the social concerns of his youth and
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d¡d not avidly practice his religion during this time. "lrì 1920 he terminated

his education after majoring in philosophy, English, and economics at the

university of carcutta. Because of his invorvement in Gandhi's national

noncooperation movement he would not accept any formal diploma' ln 1922'

he met sri srimad Bhaktisiddhanta saraswati Gosvami Maharaj"..."'16 This

meeting was De's religious turning point'

overthesubsequentyearsDe'sreligiousinvolvementincreased.By

the age of thirty-six (in 1992) Abhay was formaily initiated as Bhakti-

siddhanta's disciple with the name 'Prabhupada" By 1939 he was called

,Bhaktivedanta, or 'one who has devotion and knowredge'. His new-found

religious devotion conflicted with his work and, consequently, his family'1 7

ln 1944 Prabhupada began Back to Godhead, a magazine to reach the

English speaking world with Krishna consciousness. Frequency of

publicationwassporadicforsometime'Eventually'financialproblems

caused by wwil1g and prabhupada's desire to pubrish an Engrish transration

of the Srimad-Bhagavatamlg, forced him to stop printing the magazine

completelyfromlg5guntilthemovementwasestablishedinAmerica.

ln 1g5g he was initiated as-a sannyasín (meaning 'one who casts

off,) and took his spirituar name, A.c. Bhaktivedanta swami Prabhupada.

This meant that he had renounced his worrdry ties, including those with his

wifeandfamily.Afterconvincinghisgodbrothersandprominent
individuals that America was in great need of Krishna consciousness' he

left for the states on August 13, 1965 at the age of sixty-nine.2o This was

the beginning of prabhupada's furfiilment of his spirituar mission. His guru'

Bhaktisiddhanta, had charged Prabhupada with the specif ic mission of

bringing Krishna to the English-speaking western world.21

TheformandcontentoftheHareKrishnatraditionisdependenton

its lndian heritage, especially the Caitanya tradition of Bengal Vaisnavism.

ThiswasPrabhupada,snativetradition,sohisextremedevotiondoesnot
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seem incongruous with his upbringing. What attraction could devotion for

Krishna have for Americans? lt seems that part of the appeal transcends

culture. Bhakti devotion has a social teaching which may be suited to those

who do not feel they subscribe to the values and ideals of their society. To

use a Turnerian phrase, they may see themselves as 'betwixt and between'

societally accepted roles or stages. The reality that there may be a set of

'mainstream American values' is not important. lf a group of people (such

as the 'hippies') define a heterogeneous society in their minds, then they

may feel they do not fit in their perception of society. When a group of

people feel themselves at odds with society, this in itself may account for

the ability of the Krishna tradition to be transplanted to the 'foreign soil' of

America. lf individuals perceive a gap which makes their own society seem

foreign to them, participation in the Krishnaite faith may not be so foreign.

Prabhupada came to the United States in 1965--the height of what is

known as the hippie22 culture. His first devotees had been deeply involved

in this 'counter culture'. At the very least, studying the hippies will

indicate what was important to them and the nature of their search. By

their participation we can deduce that some of these youth found answers

in the Hare Krishnas. Links may emerge which would connect their culture

with Krishna consciousness. Daner sees a parallel between the Krishnaism

of 16th century lndia and the Hare Krishna movement of the late 60's. She

describes how the advent of this devotional religion created the opportunity

for the previously unprivileged 'masses' to become religiously devoted.

Anyone, no matter what class s/he is from, can become a pure devotee by

practicing bhakti. "The opening of devotional religion to the depressed

urban classes can be seen as a parallel to the situation in which youth in

the 'betwixt and between' period feel society has failed them."23 Perhaps

Prabhupada's message, too, gave the hippie youth an opportunity for

spiritual significance. This may suffice as a partial explanation, but the
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picture is more complex than that.

The Hippie Gulture: Getting High on Krishna

What has been termed 'beatnik' culture arose during the mid-S0's,

distinguished by "...a glorification of poverty,...an interest in Eastern

mysticism and French existentialism, political apathy, and a general

antagonism toward American society..24 The college students of the

1960's took these ideas and added experimentation with hallucinogenic

drugs. The youth who were the product of this formula became known as

the hippies. This carry-over beatnik philosophy was also tempered by the

social climate of the 60's. The "...civil rights and black power

movements...[along with] anti-Vietnam war activity..."25 added fuel to the

fire of separation from the values of middle class America.

Some areas of America became havens for such youth--hippie

ghettos. One such 'slum' was the Lower East Side of New York (where

Prabhupada started his movement). These "...young middle-class dropouts,

the avant-garde of a nationwide youth movement" were drawn to places like

this to search for some meaning by using "...LSD and marijuana...[to open]

new realms of awareness."26 The philosophy of many hippies was not only

an endorsement of consciousness raising, but a demand for it. "Unless you

were...taking [drugs], or at least intellectually pursuing the quest for free

personal religion, you weren't enlightened, and you weren't taking part in

the most progressive evolution of human consciousness."2T

The existence of the hippie culture reinforced Prabhupada's own

beliefs against materialism. ln Prabhupada's eyes, the hippie youth were

actually resisting something tar deeper and more significant than the

American culture. The hippie movement was an American version "...of

dissatisfaction and revolt against the Kali-yuga culture itself....'28 The

Kali age in Krishnaite tradition is a time of spiritual depravity which has
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ex¡sted since Krishna left this world and will continue to exist for over

four hundred thousand years. The hippies' rejection of materialism was a

sign of hope for some Americans. They became the focus of Prabhupada's

m ission.

ln many ways, the hippies were 'ripe' for Krishna

consciousness--they were looking for enlightenment. The attraction to

mind-expanding was in part perpetuated by what Prabhupada would call

false lndian gurus. These swamis commended the effects of drugs and

encouraged their use. The tie to Indian culture made such drug use even

more attractive, for interest in Eastern thought was stylish. Prabhupada

had to show these youth the devotional perspective which held strongly that

a devotee must not use intoxicants. Krishna is much more powerful than

any high from LSD--that was his message.2g The successful translation of

Prabhupada's message hinged on his ability to communicate a message that

these youth can relate to from their own experience.

The drug culture was very powerful and Prabhupada made this an

asset in explaining Krishna consciousness. uNew religious

movements...employ symbols from the prevailing culture, but the symbols

are radically rearranged....Symbols imported from elsewhere will be

discovered to have meaning within the culture."30 Prabhupada took the

symbolic signif icance of drugs and connected it with the symbolic

significance of chanting Krishna's names. Chanting was a comparable

option to drug use; a comparison which was particularly interesting to the

young people involved in this counter culture. Although the two paths were

different, they were somehow related experientially. 'lt was inevitable

that in explaining Krsna consciousness lPrabhupada] would make allusions

to the drug experience..." such as the statement of this flier: 'STAY H¡GH

FOREVER!...Practice Krishna Consciousness."3l

Many interested youth saw the connection between spiritualism and
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drug use. Prabhupada's connection of these two only echoed their own ideas.

One of Prabhupada's early disciples explains how he was seriously

questioning the course of his life through experimentation with drugs.

"Drugs made me very conscious that there was something to achieve, that

there was a realm beyond the level of the senses. With drugs one may

believe he is on that spiritual platform. ..."32 Spiritual searching was not

foreign to many hippies.

The Hare Krishna movement also drew in individuals (such as Allen

Ginsberg, Timothy Leary, John Lennon, and George Harrison) who were

symbolically important to the hippies. The interest of these people

f urthered the notability of the Hare Krishnas. Allen Ginsberg was an

important identity figure for the hippie culture. He was an example to them

through his "...advocation of free sex, marijuana, and LSD, his claims of

drug-induced visions of spirituality in everyday sights, [and] his political

ideas...."33 Ginsberg had been chanting the Hare Krishna mantra around the

world, but without a theological basis. Although Ginsberg learned about the

religious tradition behind his chanting from Prabhupada, he would remain on

the fringe of the movement. Nevertheless, he was still an example for

others to follow and become involved.S4

The Beatles were an even more important model for the youth culture

of the ô0's. George Harrison and John Lennon were students of lndian

religious traditions as well as lndian music. Their study of lndian

philosophy eventually led them to Prabhupada. Satsvarupa describes their

relationship: "Prabhupada considered them sresthas, respected leaders. 'You

are also anxious to bring some peace in the world.... Every saintly person

should be anxious [to do so]....' [But] only those who recognize the Supreme

Personality of Godhead as the proprietor of everything...can find real

peace."35 Lennon and Harrison were interested in Krishna consciousness,

had read some of the Gita, and had experimented with chanting. The
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demands of a devotee's life (particularly the precepts against illicit sex

and drug use) eventually drove Lennon away from Prabhupada's teachings'

Harrison continued to practice the philosophy and chanting of the Hare

Krishnas but his commitment to his music kept him from becoming too

involved.S 6

The involvement of such noted entertainers and literary figures

encouraged interest in eastern mystical thought. However, the popularity

of Asian religious traditions was not the only source of attraction to Srila

Prabhupada's movement. Some of the reasons that drew in the hippie

identity figures may have been the same for any youth who got involved' A

simple statement by George Harrison points to One of these reasons:

"Whenever you Saw lPrabhupada] he would always be the same'"37 This

probably demonstrates the attraction of Prabhupada's stability, constancy'

and tie to an ancient, lasting tradition. lf there is one generalization to

make about hippies, it is that their lives were marked by turmoil'

Prabhupada's relatively simple, meaningful and unchanging solutions to

their difficulties would be the haven for their stormy, hectic existence.

The attraction of this singlemindedness is also seen throughout

devotees' literature. The disciples are obviously biased toward proclaiming

the greatness of their movement. However, this bias can be informative'

Satsvarupa repeatedly stresses the importance of Prabhupada's calm and

constant devotion throughout the hardships of establishing ISKCON. ln his

books on prabhupada's life, Satsvarupa also recounts with pride how his

guru would meet the constant philosophical challenge of 'disbelievers'.

Through persistent and steady argumentation Prabhupada would disarm the

opposition. Regardless of how accurate the progress of these debates is,

the emphasis on such constancy indicates something important about the

devotees' perceptions of their founder and his message. I believe a large

part of the attraction for the disciples of Krishna is found in the refuge
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from the unpredictability of the world these people live in. Not only is it

important for them to see their guru as unchanging, but it is important that

he is preaching a message that has been fairly constant for hundreds of

years from a tradition that has been around thousands of years. There was

no possibility to see Krishna consciousness as a fad, in and of itself. lts

success in America, however, was not as predictable.

The Movement with Prabhupada: 1965-1977

Succeed the movement did. lt had very modest beginnings, but once it

found the properly fertile soil, Prabhupada's movement grew rapidly.

Prabhupada's first stay was with a Mr. Agarwal in Butler, Pennsylvania. He

arrived there on September 20, 1965 and began to make speeches around

that area. He stayed there for a month and "...gained confidence that...his

message was communicable."3S With that beginning, he left for New York

Gity's Upper West Side. There he stayed in the apartment of Dr. Ramamurti

Mishra, a charismatic guru or 'uptown swami'. His philosophy greatly

differed from Prabhupada's--he believed in the impersonal nature of the

Absolute Truth, thus subordinating the importance of Krishna. "Prabhupada

considered Dr. Mishra a 'Mayavadi' because of his inadvertent acceptance

lhal maya, illusion, is greater than the Absolute Truth."39 Mishra was not

the only lndian guru in the states with whom Prabhupada clashed

ph ilosoph ically.

Swamis in America and Prabhupada's godbrothers in India advised him

to "...get into the spirit of American life, even if it meant breaking vows he

had held in India....'40 They felt this was the only way he would succeed.

However, Prabhupada would not compromise and continued preaching the

so-called 'hard line' Hinduism route.

From the beginning of 1966 through that April, Prabhupada received

many disappointing letters from those in lndia who had previously shown
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interest in aiding his mission. As their support 'withdrew in silence' he

began to realize that he would have to continue on his own' Yet' devotees

describe how his determination remained steadfast: "These days of struggle

were real enough and very difficult, but his transcendental consciousness

was always predominant. He...was absorbed in dependence upon Krsna"""41

He began to finance himself by selling his books' He befriended many

people, some of whom helped support him or came as 'regulars' to hear him

lectu re.

Later that April, Prabhupada moved into a loft on the Lower East side

(theBowery)withafriend,DavidAllen.Therehecontinuedhislessons'

attracting a younger crowd (the hippies) than that of Uptown Manhattan'42

rt seems his message was for these peopre: " '...even if one fails to complete

the course lof spiritual realization], still he is not tal loser""' "43 This is

where his movement finally took root'

That summer Prabhupada began to gather support to form a religious

corporation to be known as rsKCoN: the rnternationar society for Krishna

Consciousness. ln July three supporters signed to be trustees for the first

year, with six others to be the trustees for the two years after that' By

satsvarupa's account, these people did not really understand what

Prabhupada was doing. lsKcoN had as its purposes to achieve world peace

and to be an organization for the distribution of spirituar knowledge. This

incorporation was not the birth of a new religion but was a movement

wherein "...the eternal preaching of Godhead, known as sankirtana' was being

transplanted from East to West'"44

During the next couple of months Prabhupada had a few steady

followers who were interested in increasing their knowledge' Early in

september of 1966, almost a year after he came to America' Prabhupada

prepared his foilowers to be initiated as his first discipres. He exprained:

" 'lnitiation means that the spiritual master accepts the student and agrees
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to take charge, and the student accepts the spiritual master and agrees to

worship him as God.''45 This startled his followers until he further

explained that the spiritual master u '...is due the same respect as God,

being God's representative.' "46 They made their prayer chains, strings of

108 wooden beads. One mantra of Hare Krishna would be chanted for each

bead, and the completion of 108 mantras would be one round. Where

"...devotees in lndia chanted at least sixty-four rounds of beads a day",

Prabhupada's new disciples would have to chant only sixteen rounds--that

was their minimum requirem enl.47 ln all, there were eleven first initiates.

October of 1966 saw the beginning of public chanting. Prabhupada

brought his disciples to Tompkins Square Park to hold kirtana . This

continued with groups of four disciples chanting on the streets of the

Lower East Side regularly. Their activity attracted much attention and

drew in new members. Soon after this the Hare Krishnas began the

tradition of the 'Love Feasts', where the public was invited to eat prasadam

(Krishna's 'blessed food'), chant, and hear a lecture every Sunday evening.4E

Also around this time Prabhupada renewed the publication of Back to

G o d h e ad , leaving the editorship, printing, and distribution to his

disciples.49 These months were very important for the initial growth of

the movement.

At the end of three years, Prabhupada had started twenty-one

temples and remained in close contact with each one. He began to travel

around the world spreading his message and visiting the ISKCON temples he

began to establish outside of the United States. On July 28, 1970 he

proposed to develop a Governing Body Commission (GBC) to manage the then

existing thirty-four ISKCON branches. The commission was created with

the intention of easing demands which took Prabhupada away from his

religious .activities. He named twelve of his disciples to chair the GBC

(these 'seats' were lifetime assignments).50 "Under [the GBC] the world
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was divided into twelve zones or regions, six in the united states and six

for the remainder of the planet."s1 Each zone was under the guidance of a

GBC member. One of prabhupada's spiritual responsibilities was to continue

to visit the centers. He was still responsible for all his disciples' spiritual

development as their guru.

ln March of 1977 there was an important court case involving the

accusation of a parent that his son had been brainwashed by the movement'

The case concluded with the judge aff irming that the Hare Krishna

movement was a 'bona fide religion'. Thus, Hare Krishnas have the freedom

to practice their religion.s2 This court case was far from the last one to

be heard against the Krishnas. Many of the cases are made by parents to

'defend, their children. A recent case has turned the tables on the

well-intentioned parents and deprogrammers. During the summer of 1981 a

court case was initiated by a female devotee who "...was suing her mother,

brother, and sister for kidnapping (sic), false imprisonment, and

conspiracy."5S The trial was resolved in the devotee's favor, further

supporting the right of religious freedom'

ISKCON continues to be at odds with society but remains intact

without the sustaining presence of Prabhupada. ln May oÍ 1977 Prabhupada

became i¡ whire visiting vrindaban, rndia--the believed birthplace of

Krishna. At this time prabhupada instructed his disciples about what

shourd happen after his death. He drew up and legalized his will. The GBc

members were called to Vrindavan and Prabhupada told them how the

commission should continue to function. Disputes of authority with the

gurus would inevitably arise later when he told them the GBC ""'would be

the urtimate governing authority in rsKcoN."54 within the Bengali tradition

there is no authority above that of the guru over his disciple. Thus the

serection of succeeding gurus was paramount for the transfer of authority

in the movement, since the guru is central in the spiritual life of the
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devotee. One of the most important actions Prabhupada took in these last

months was his selection of the eleven gurus who were to continue the

movement after his death.

The movement was, structurally, fairly well prepared for the death

of its founder. Two governing structures were in place--the GBC and the

new initiating gurus. However, his death was still a shock. He died on

November 14, 1977 in Vrindavan, surrounded by devotees. Satsvarupa, in

his book on Prabhupada, describes his death as an inspiration: "There was

nothing suddenly incongruous with what he had previously shown and taught

them. At the time of his departure, therefore, he was teaching how to die,

by always depending on Krsna."Ss lt is not surprising that Prabhupada's

disciples should see his 'last breathing' as his 'final lesson'. This is a way

to draw strength from the loss of their foundation. ln an interview with

Shinn, a temple off icial reveals the more immediate reaction to

Prabhupada's death: " 'We felt that our whole life was about to end.... lt felt

like the end of the world.' '56 The death of ISKCON's founder- acarya

(teacher) would test the movement's fortitude to withstand strains, not

only from the outside world, but (even more destructive) from internal

tu rmoil.

Life After Death: The Survival of ISKCON

One way the movement has managed to survive Prabhupada's death is

by keeping him 'alive'. In almost every temple there is a wax figure of their

beloved founder. He also lives through his lessons, tapes, and books and

through the plethora of devotees' writings about him. The last line of

Prabhupada: He Built a House ln Which the World Can Live summarizes the

general sentiment: "He [is] still in charge."S7

Despite the confidence that devotees may have about Prabhupada's

presence and about the truth of his mission, there have been many tensions
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andSubsequentchangesinthemovementsinceheleft.Someofthe'''...un.

rest... t¡sl just a lament that things are not like they used to be'' '58 The

result of this disgruntlement had repercussions on the movement's

membershiP.

For many of Prabhupada's disciples, the death of their guru was the end

of lsKCON.... By the best estimates of senior devotees' fewer than two

thousand of the more than nine thousand disciples initiated by

prabhupada are still living in ISKCON centers anywhere in the world' 59

The movement has attempted to accommodate by turning to Prabhupada's

works. ,,...[B]oth the new gurus and the GBC have continually based their own

decisions and claims to ultimate authority on the words of their

founder....'60 This, however, has not resolved the dispute.

WhenShinnaskedsatsvarupaabouttheimpactofPrabhupada'sdeath

he explained that theY

...have lots of trouble.... we [lsKcoN's leaders] don't have-.the single

direction we did.... There are real problems to consider' whether the

movement will splinter; what different gurus will do; how the GBC

will conflict with various gurus'6 1

satsvarupa also added that another area of controversy is the number of

gurus. According tO the scriptures and Prabhupada's own word' any pure

devotee has the potential to be a guru. Why, then, are there only eleven?

This interview took prace in 1gg1 , before more recent changes within the

movement occurred. The issue that arises here is' who will decide whether

a devotee is qualified to become an initiating guru?

Thisisaquestionofultimateauthority.SincePrabhupada'sdeath

there has been endress controversy over the extent of a guru's authority.

The difficurty began when some gurus seemed to take their authority to the

extreme. when some gurus expected the other new gurus to revere them the

GBC (which now has about twenty-four members) stepped in to set limits
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on guru authoritY. Yet,

[s]everal such gurus who [continued to place] themselves above any

scrutiny were fiñally expelled from ISKCON. These guru controversies

arso rósurted in tne GBc's assuming some of the spiritual authority

previously reserved for gurus.62

These tensions continued and in 1983 the GBC appointed three new

initiating gurus. To set limits on a guru's authority was delicate enough,

but this action gave the impression that the GBC "...was the 'direct

representative' of Prabhupada."63 The GBC held emergency meetings in New

vrindaban, a temple for Krishna built in west Virginia, in August and

september of 1985. "At these meetings, some of the current gurus were

accused of deviating from the spiritual practices they were obliged to live

and to transmit to their disciples."64 out of these meetings came

proposals for changes within lsKcoN. The GBC meeting in the spring of

1986 incorporated these recommendations to alter the movement' Two of

the changes were, first, to make the importance of Prabhupada more

prominent in all the temples and, second, to increase the number of

initiating acaryas. Soon over two dozen new gurus were initiated.oS This

very effectively diffused the power of any one guru so that there is no

apparent guru worship within the movement today' This new plan has been

agreeable for many gurus, yet there are a few who are very displeased with

this turn of events. Shinn made special mention of Kirtanananda, the guru

in New vrindaban, who was particularly upset and by 1987 had ""'for all

practical purposes, though not formally, seceded from ISKCON''.66 During

this past year, however, certain ilticit events have been uncovered in New

Vrindaban and the GBC has told Kirtanananda and his community to leave

ISKCON.

These past ten years have demonstrated that "Prabhupada could

appoint successors to his traditional role as initiating acarya but not to
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his status as charismatic leader..." for piety, integrity, and erudition "...can

only be earned, not bestowed."67 The conflict between the GBC and the

gurus is evident. The implications of this affect not just the hierarchy but

the spiritual context of the devotees. lf an organization (the GBC) has the

ultimate authority, what does this say about the gurus' competence as

spiritual masters? Prabhupada and the scriptures assert that a devotee

must submit fully to a spiritual master. GBC's power over important

decisions may damage the strength of this relationship. However, it seems

that the strength of the GBC has been essential for the movement's survival.

This commission is a centralizing power which has kept the gurus from

carrying their disciples in separate directions. Contrary to the

implications of some theorists and anticultists, the continued survival of

ISKCON may not be dependent on the social conditions which 'create'

members. The survival of the Hare Krishnas depends on its continued unity'

This may not remain without the influence Prabhupada still has as the

founder, nor without the authority the GBC has as the unity 'enforcer'.

The Mundane Made sacred: Expectations of Devotees

We now know the history that the Hare Krishnas share and continue to

exemplify as a community. The devotees' lives cannot be fully understood

without investigating the actual ideals in which they believe, along with

the requirements of their daily routines and practices which embody these

ideals. Their beliefs directly shape their lifestyle and their religion ideally

permeates all that theY do.

ISKCON has eight basic beliefs that were written by Prabhupada when

he established the movement as an organization in 1966:

1. The Absolute Truth is contained in...the Vedic Scriptures, most

notably the Bhagavad Gifa which is the literal record of God's actual

words.
2. God, or Krsna, is eternal,...the sustaining energy of all life, nature
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and the cosmic situation.
3. Man is actually not his body, but is eternal soul, part and parcel of

God, and therefore, eternal.
4. That all men are brothers can be practiced only when we realize God

as our common Father.
5. Al¡ our actions should be performed as a sacrifice to the Supreme

Lord....
6. The food that sustains us should always be offered to the Lord

before eating...and such eating purifies us'

7. We can...attain to the state of pure, unending blissful

consciousness...in this very lifetime.
B. The recommended means to attain the mature stage of love of

God...is to chant the holy name of the Lord.... As devotees of Lord Krsna,

it is our duty to teach the people how to love God and worshþoHim in

their daily life. This is the aim and destination of human life.o ö

The core of these beliefs is found in the Hare Krishna worldview.

Their worldview is the philosophy behind their practices and explains what

the devotees expect to achieve in ISKCON. For them, reality has two

natures: spiritual and material. The Hare Krishnas devote all their energies

to rejecting the pleasures of what they see as the material world' They

feel they must to this in order to discover the spiritual world. The

material world offers pleasures which are "...tempo rary, diseased,

ultimately nonsatisfying and eventually destructive."69 consequently,

devotees expect to embrace "...the eternal realm [which] is characterized by

spiritual, tranScendental bliss, pleasure, and happiness that is perfect'

everlasting, and completely satisfying."T0

Their daily duties and practices strive to separate the

,contamination' of the material from the 'purity' of the spiritual. This is

reflected in their daily schedule. Devotees begin each day at 3:30 AM to

shower for services at 4. Devotees usually shower three times a day and

must shower and change into clean clothes immediately before getting onto

the altar. The general outline of the devotees' day does not deviate much

f rom the following:
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4-6 AM: Worship, including chanting iapa (Krishna mantra) and

Mangala-aratrika (morning deity worship) and the Tulasi-devi ritual.
Aratrika involves greeting the deities (Krishna and Radha, Krishna's
consort) with bells, incense, symbolic paraphernalia (such as a yak's

tail, flowers, and conch shell) singing, chanting and dancing along

with offering the deities food so that it will become prasadam
(spiritual food). Aratrika is performed four times during a 24 hour
period but the devotees who do not care for the deities only attend

the ceremonies in the morning and early evening. The Tulasi-devi
ceremony honors the tulasi plant which is said to be Krishna's
greatest devotee.

6-8 AM: Depending on the devotees' responsibilities, duties or
Srimad-Bhagavatam read ing .

Around 8:30: Breakfast of prasadam which was offered to the deities

during that morning's aratríka ritual.
g-12 noon: Various work schedules and the chanting of additional

rounds, if there is time.
Noon: Lunch of prasadam.
1-5 PM: Various work schedules such as administrative duties, book

distribution, printing, working in their restaurant, or caring for the

deities.
5 PM: Dinner of prasadam.
5:30-8:30 PM: Free time and scripture classes.
8:30-10 PM: Completion of various duties and sleep as soon afterward
as possible. Most devotees read some of the scriptures before
retiring.T 1

There are also four precepts which directly guide the devotee's daily

life in accordance with some of the fundamental beliefs. They are no illicit

Sex, no meat-eating, no intoxicants and no gambling. As Prabhupada

explains the first precept: "'Sex should only be with one's wife...for the

propagation of Krsna conscious children...[because] the wife should not be

used as a machine for sense gratification... .' "72 There is to be no

meat-eating because animal bodies house reincarnated souls. Thus, killing

animals is barbaric and meat-eating supports unnecessary violence and is

uncivilized. Indulgence in intoxicants and gambling gratifies the senses and

propagates maya, illusion.

These precepts are for the restriction of the senses. ln contrast,
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chanting the Hare Krishna is for the express purpose of experiencing the

ecstatic joy of loving Krishna. "The tongue is the most important sense

within the body. Therefore ¡t is recommended that ¡f we want to control

our senses, we should first control the tongue. When the tongue is engaged

in the service of the Lord, all the other senses will gradually become

engaged."73 The chanting is central to understanding the mystery of

Krishna, and the minimum expectation of devotees is to chant sixteen

rounds of mantras per day. Chanting allows for a higher understanding of

Krishna because chanting brings the devotee into direct contact with

Krishna. Prabhupada explains this connection:

lf we can keep our tongue always engaged in chanting the Hare Krsna

mantra, we will realize Krsna, becauSe the Sound Of Krsna'S name is

not different from Krsna Himself. Why? Because Krsna is absolute....
Krsna is not different from his body,...Krsna is not different from his

name.... Anything pertaining to Krsna is Krsna....74

The Hare Krishnas are essentially missionaries. They have a message

which they have to bring to all people. For this reason they chant publicly,

have 'Love Feasts', and publish their literature for distribution. There is

special emphasis on the distribution of literature because ¡t " '...is the solid

basis for our preaching work'...[and] the basis for an economically sound

ISKCON.'75 Many devotees are initially attracted by the philosophy of the

movement. This philosophy can best be spread through publication since "...4

printing press [can] be heard around the world...."76

When the devotee is seriously committed to embarking on his or her

spiritual journey, s/he must prepare to " '...accept a spiritual master whose

guidance will make one's life perfect. That is the relationship between

spiritual master and disciple. lt is not a formality. lt is a great

responsibility, both for the disciple and for the spiritual master.' "77 The

spiritual master does not just teach Krishna consciousness but is "...a guide
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into the very mysteries of the Divine by virtue of the success of his own

spiritual odyssey."78 The disciple cannot guide his or her own spiritual

development because s/he lacks the experience, spiritual knowledge, and

strength. For these reasons, the disciple must fully surrender to the acarya

and 'take shelter at his lotus feet.' The requirement of total submission is

one of the details of ISKCON which attracts a lot of negative attention.

This condition is used as evidence that the devotees are 'mindless robots' at

the mercy of the gurus. Daner has a milder interpretation. She says the

devotees see Prabhupada as a 'parental figure', perhaps something they have

never had.79 They respect him and his philosophy without question. She

further says that he was probably giving answers to questions that the

"...devotees had been asking for years without receiving...satisfactory

answers."80 Shinn does not see the surrender as mindless, passive, or

moreover, complete by any measure. He contends that there is a

"...surrender of the 'old self' and adoption of a 'new self'...", but that this

does not necessarily indicate a loss of free will. 81

This relationship between the guru and disciple seems to be more of

a sacrifice of the individual ego for a 'communal ego'. Rather than

focussing all attention on the individuality of the self, the devotee becomes

engrossed in the interests of the community. The disciple finds release in

realizing that all material perceptions (including those of one's

individuality) are illusions. This perspective is foreign and threatening to

western thought, which is based on the uniqueness of each individual.

However, it is a mistake to try to understand this relationship solely as one

that is destructive to the individual ego. The analysis should go beyond this

to look for the reasons why the individual ego is subordinated and why the

members of Hare Krishnas strive to reach this level.
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SECTION ll: SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL INQUIRY

ln order to understand why people are involved in ISKCON, we have to

understand something about the social and psychological context members

bring to the Hare Krishnas. The intent here is to see if there is some

pattern in their background which could give some insight into their

membership. Each piece of research on the Hare Krishnas, or any other New

Religious Group, is based upon a premise as to why members become

involved. These 'pet theories,' will be the starting point for the

investigation. The theories demonstrate a range of perspectives ¡f not the

range of possible explanations for cult involvement. The perspectives of

these theories fall into three groups: Seeing the member as victim

(supported by Conway and Siegelman), the member as a drifter (subscribed

to by Levine and Salter and Daner), and the member as an active searcher

for a new identity (supported by Bromley and Shupe and Piker). Some

demographic studies on New Religious Movement (NRM) members will be a

more objective, although incomplete, contribution to this study. These

studies are based upon the research of a wide variety of NRMs (Levine and

Salter) or focus on a 'type' of NRM (Asian-based groups in Gussner and

Berkowitz's work). There is also extensive demographic work on the Hare

Krishnas, alone (Rochford, Kenney and Poling, and O'Brien). The intent of

this inquiry is to provide a social context for the Hare Krishnas in relation

to the larger pool of NRMs. Once a biographical profile of a 'typical' Hare

Krishna devotee is constructed, the investigation focuses on the elements

common to ISKCON and the devotees, based on Kenney and Poling's work.

W¡th the elements of the character and background of devotees laid out,

debate concerning the process of conversion begins. Again, there are three

models with different perspectives on conversion: The brainwashing model

(Conway and Siegelman), the drift model (Lofland and Stark, Bainbridge, and

Ullman), and the active model (Piker, Shinn, Gartrell and Shannon, and Lewis
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R. Rambo). The main point of contention which separates these models is

the role different factors have in inf luencing conversion. Thus, the

discussion focuses on the role of interpersonal bonds, the philosophy, and

the recruitment techniques in the conversion process of ISKCON devotees.

Out of this develops a discussion of how devotees build their commitment

to the movement. The last part of this section discusses a particular

explanation for membership in a dogmatic and highly structured movement

such as ISKCON through the model of authoritarianism.

'General Characteristics' of NRM Members

Making generalizations about cults will inevitably not do justice to

any one New Religious Movement. Thus, the discussion will be limited by

Stark and Bainbridge's classification of cults and discuss only what they

call 'cult movements.' Their article, 'Of Churches, Sects, and Cults:

Preliminary Concepts for a Theory of Religious Movements" (1979),

distinguishes three types of cults: Audience cults, client cults, and cult

movements.l The definitions of these categories are based on the

organizational level, relative involvement of members, the mode of

exposure to the doctrine, and the power of the compensators: the promises

of reward according to explanations based on faith. These compensators

can be anything from the promise of salvation, to the 'curing' of neurosis, to

emotional f ulf illment, to an explanation of the previously unexplained.2

The common elements between audience and client cults are the lack of

organization among members and the lack of member immersion in the

doctrine. Thus members remain as separated individuals and receive

varying degrees of weak compensators. These factors may be compelling

for an individual, but not for a cohesive group. For Stark and Bainbridge,

cult movements are on a par with religious movements, defined as "...social

movements that wish to cause or prevent change in a system of beliefs,
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values, symbols, and practices concerned with providing

supernaturally-based general compensators [rewards]."3 Cult movements

expect a great amount of commitment of their members. This personal

investment may cause members to sever their ties from conventional

institutions (such as a career, a mainline religious congregation, or the

family).4 From this view of New Religious Movements involvement entails

varying degrees of personal investment, social bonds within the movement,

sacrifice of pre-involvement ties, and practice based on some

transcendental meaning system. lt is important to distinguish religious

movements f rom audience and client cults because of the degree of

commitment required of members in a movement. Many of the issues of

interpersonal bonds and socialization techniques would be irrelevant if this

paper did not focus on a movement such as the Hare Krishnas.

ln "Networks of Faith..." (1980), Stark and Bainbridge elaborate their

concepts of cults to explain the motivation of members. They contend that

members in cults must balance two opposing forces: the compensators of

the cult provide and the members' bonds with the larger society. "We

suggest that the more costly it is to be religiously deviant, the greater are

the countervailing pressures...required to motivate joining."5 The debate

concerning NRM membership motivation can be reduced to weighing the

factors of societal influence versus cult influence. With the increase of

psychological interest in the area of NRM involvement, the contribution of

the individual has become another element of the equation. This paper will

investigate three major models. Each model attributes varying importance

to the different factors: cult, society and individual.

The first model is supported by the anti-cult faction. They place the

entire 'blame' of membership on the cults. From their point of view, cults

prey upon (or create) the weaknesses of individuals to pull them into their

circle and subsequently brainwash them. Conway and Seigelman (1978), in
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their book Snapping, also fit into this way of thinking, declaring that a cult

could mesmerize anyone into involvement. They do not deny that members

contribute to their involvement, however. Conway and Siegelman posit that

members find comfort in having no more decisions to make--a weakness

which facilitates the recruitment process. "Snapping, in all its blind

detachment from the world,...is a...futile attempt on the part of millions of

Americans to escape the responsibilities of being human in this difficult,

threatening age.'6 According to this model, cult leaders are deceptive and

powerful, leading recruitment activities which are designed to break down

an individual's ego. Moreover, this model anticipates that cult members

will become much alike, having lost all of their individuality and free will.

The NRM members lose their free will as a result of the recruiting and

indoctrination techniques the cults use:

"...'love-bombing'..., a frenetic round of activities..., minimal sleep and
inadequate diet to heighten suggestibility, and endless repetitions of
doctrines...[are used] to numb...reasoning abilities. The results are
persons reduced to childlike dependency, unable to think for
themselves, unquestioning toward leaders' demands

The second model focuses on the role society plays in NRM membership.

Society creates deprivation for the individual who, consequently, fulf ills

that deprivation in the NRM. This view posits that society may provide

inadequate roles or has failed to properly socialize the individual to

internalize appropriate societal roles. As a result, the individual feels

unfulfilled in society, at best, or undergoes an identity crisis, at worst.

This leaves him/her to drift from role to role, avoiding any commitments.

When such a person comes across (or is singled out by) an NRM, s/he is

attracted to it because it provides social acceptance and roles outside of

the larger society. Levine and Salter (1976), who conducted a study of NRM

members, contend that "Fringe religions...[supply] answers to

identity-related and to existential questions plaguing the members..." who
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were "...running from situations they found intolerable, and at the same

time searching for something new."8 Levine and Salter conclude that the

members gain a sense of acceptance and belonging from their involvement.

Again, they do not deny the contribution of the individual: the potential

member is looking tor something, yet without direction. Daner places even

more onus on society. Given that many NRM members join during youth, she

focuses on the importance of identity development during this phase of life,

when,,it is...during this period that modern society often fails them."9 She

sees a fault in modern institutions in that they often "...lack an ideology

capable of inspiring commitment..."1 0 so that an adolescent struggling with

an identity crisis has little to identify with:

...ambivalent tension that sometimes develops in the interaction of

self and society can lead to identity confusion or a poorly developed

sense of identity. lf a persbn cannot find aspects of his social

situation with which he can identitfy, he, will find ¡t almost

impossible to develop his own selfhood.r I

The youth is left drifting until s/he comes across the NRM. The hypothesis

underlying all of Daner's study is that joining an NRM is an attempt of youth

to "...alleviate their identity conf usion by placing themselves

well-defined and rigid structural and ideological situatio n."12

individual acts, motivated by a societally created condition.

The third model stresses cult involvement as a choice,

motivated by personal strength or by the desire to break away from societal

constraints (some would describe this as deviance). The choice is more a

rejection of the perceived society than a mere drifting or attempt to

escape. Bromley and Shupe suggest that the adolescent member may be

creating a new identity to affirm individual choice:

Many adolescents have diff iculty in breaking away f rom parental

contiol...[and may] feel they are acting out a role that was planned for

them long ago by their families and which leaves little room for them

tna
The

either
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to assert their own needs and aspirations.l S

The act of joining a NRM not only provides youth with the opportunity to

break out of parental or societal expectations but may provide"...a way to

realize more of their personal potential."14 Piker does not f ind that

involvement in NRMs reflects young adults' "...inability to handle personal

responsibility or the ambiguity of everyday life."1 5 Rather, it is a choice

not to choose a role within the society. Piker posits that the decision to

join a cult is often made with "...an utter disdain for many of the sick,

superficial features of middle class teen-age culture" and may be further

motivated by "...the inability to find in the main line denominations of their

parents an adequate response to, often, intensely felt religious needs."1 6

These models stress that New Religious Movements are 'outside' of

society. Furthermore, these models address the question as to whether

members are removed from, lost in, or rejecting society. This question is

further muddled when data are collected on the backgrounds of actual

members. A starting point is found in the demographic breakdown. Yet, this

will raise more questions than it will answer because the research does not

account for the specific characters of the various NRMs themselves. Given

the above three models of member motivation, there are certain elements to

look for in the demographic information: social position and satisfaction

with that position. Factors which help define the members' position in

society bef ore involvement are age, socio-economic status, religious

background and family situation. The more subjective topic of satisfaction

entails finding whether members searching for something prior to
involvement, for instance a meaningful religious experience, acceptance,

control of lifestyle. This information, while not necessarily giving an

explanation, will at least provide a population pool of NRM membership.

Most of the research shows that most of the membership of NRMs is

made up of late adolescents and young adults (with a mean age around 21).
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Levine and Salter's research involves a sample (n=106) of members from the

Hare Krishnas, Divine Light, Process, Foundation, 3HO, Jesus People,

Unification Church, Children of God, and Scientology. The members they

studied were from a middle-class socio-economic group, with some higher

educatio n.17 Their religious background was predominantly Roman Catholic

and Jewish yet "...none were heavily committed to any religion before their

'conversion."'18 Most came from fairly large, intact families and did not see

their relationship with their parents as problematic. Many of those involved

in 'predominantly puritanical religious groups' have more sexual and drug

experiences than other members.l9 Bromley and Shupe agree that the

population of youth greatly attracted to cults have had an extensive history

with drugs.20 Levine and Salter investigate also members' primary reasons

for joining. The most frequent answers are, in order of frequency:

...feeling lonely, rejected, sad, not belonging anywhere...; life had no

meaning, they were drifting...; met members who were either actively
proselytizing or were impressive in their personal happine.ss...;
disastrous or unpleasant personal or family situation or crisis....¿ |

More importantly, the NRM members in this study feel that they gained

security and self-confidence in their social involvement with the cults. ln

conclusion, Levine and Salter stress the unhappiness of members in society

and "...how these groups fill voids in ltheir] lives. ..."22

The above study has representatives from a wide variety of religious

groups. The range of differences among members should be just as varied.

In a study which controls for eastern and western based NRMs, some of

these differences may be separated. Gussner and Berkowitz designate

three types of NRMs: Bible-based Sects, Oriental Mysticism, and

Therapy/Growth groups. They find significant differences in membership

using these distinctions. Since my thesis centers on the Hare Krishnas, the

results from their investigation of Asian-based groups should provide a
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more pert¡nent background than Levine and Salter's study. This is partially

because the study is controlled for eastern vs. western philosophy. As this

paper shall reveal, philosophy is important for understanding the attraction

of the Hare Krishnas.

Gussner and Berkowitz draw a sample of 327 members of 10

Asian-based groupszS (the Hare Krishnas are not included) who fill out a

questionnaire. A very interesting figure from this research is that only 9%

of the respondents were between the ages of 18 and 21 . Moreover, about

"...74o/" had their first contact [with the NRM] in their twenties or

thirties. ..."24 Comparing these data with the age range of other NRMs it

would seem that Asian-based groups attract an older membership. A

disproportionate number of members have Protestant and Jewish

backgrounds, in which over half were regularly involved in religious

education and services. Again, their incomes were fairly high and "[all] had

at least completed high school, 86.5% had completed at least some college,

and 79o/o of the sample had completed four or more years of college...."25

Not only are the respondents well-educated, but most held professional

occupations successfully. Though they may have had bonds with society

through work, most did not have a single strong personal tie: most were

single upon joining and many divorced.26 The discrepancy in age between

Asian-based groups and other NRMs is the most significant difference. This

implies that an older population may join these Asian-based groups for

reasons different than the reasons of younger NRM members. For example,

an older individual is less likely to join to resolve an identity crisis. The

population in Asian NRMs is generally better educated and more integrated

into society through work. Given their education, they may be more

interested in the philosophy of the group than the lifestyle the NRM offers.

lf they are also engaged somewhat in society through work, then members

would have more experience of the society they may be rejecting.
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Contrary to what Levine and Salter found, the sense of 'communality' in

the group and the feeling of alienation from society played only small roles

in the decision to become involved in Asian NRMs. Further evidence against

the importance of interpersonal warmth is that "...older cohorts are less

motivated to join as a result of perceived positive changes in friends," and

seem "...less motivated to seek 'realness' in interpersonal relations than

younger cohorts."27 The feelings of alienation from society do not seem to

be the primary factor in explaining the choice to seek membership in an

Asian-based group. This may be due to the more mature sample. Although

not alienated, these people still chose to remove themselves somewhat

from society, perhaps out "...of a desire to seek cultural alternatives not

provided in the mainstream."2S

Where do the Hare Krishnas fit in in respect to these two studies? How

do members of the Hare Krishnas differ from the general population of

NRMs? ls there more evidence that interpersonal ties play less of a role in

the decision to join, as with other Asian groups? How do they view

themselves in relation to society? From the research that follows, it will

become evident that the Hare Krishnas do not quite f it into the

generalization of NRMs, nor that specifically of Asian-based groups. They,

actually, belong somewhere in the middle where philosophy, interpersonal

ties, feelings of alienation from society and active rejection of society are

all major factors influencing membership.

What Distinguishes the Hare Krishnas?

Rochford's book, Hare Krishna in America (1985), is an extensive study,

involving interviews, questionnaires, observation and participation. The

book contains a compilation of data from six temples in the United States

(with a sample size of 214). The following discussion will use the results

from Rochford's study as a framework for looking at the commonalities of
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devotees' backgrounds.

The average age of the devotees when they joined was around 21 years

old,29 although some studies found the mean age to be a couple of years

older than that.3O Members come from middle- and upper/middle class

families3l and are dubbed by Daner 'children of privilege,' coming from

what Burr calls 'The Permissive Society.' These findings are consistent

with the work on NRMs in general. ln constrast with Gussner and

Berkowitz's findings on the education of Asian group members,

...less than one-fourth [of the devotees] had received a college degree

or graduate degree.... Sixty-one percent of the high school graduates in

the movement had attended college for a one-year period before

dropping out...32

Nevertheless, devotees are fairly well educated--just not to the extent of

members in other Asian-based groups.33

According to Rochford's study, most of the devotees had Catholic or

protestant backgrounds, though many were raised in Jewish families.S4

Most of their exposure to their faith of birth was extensive: religion was

stressed by parents and practiced regularly. Wright found a similar trend

but the devotees "...described their prior religious involvement as

nominal."35 This non-committed involvement in established religious

institutions, despite exposure, may indicate that Hare Krishna members

were 'drifting' religiously, unsatisfied with the mainline religions.

Depending on the extent of their dissatisfaction, members could have turned

to eastern traditions as an active rejection of their western religious

background.S6 From Rochford's and others' research, the search for a more

compelling faith seems to be common among devotees prior to involvement

in the Hare Krishnas. This search usually is usually directed toward Asian

religious practice:

...these young people have already developed a sophisticated interest in
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nonwestern culture.... Many of them have traveled to lndia, sought other

philosophies,...and practiced other forms of yoga."before they are

drawn to Vedic culture.o /

Many of the devotees had practiced vegetarianism before joining the

Hare Krishnas. Some theorists (such as Daner, Kenney and Poling or Burr)

describe this as a rejection of the food that symbolically feeds the

rejected society. one may also view this as an attraction to an eastern

philosophy. IsKCON's position against meat-eating and intoxicants were

factors that attracted members, according to Rochford's study.38 We have

already seen the predominance of drug use prior to involvement in the

lsKcoN in section I of this paper. lf members are attracted to the precepts

against meat and drugs, they may have been trying to regulate such

consumption unsuccessfully. The restrictions against sex may have also

attracted members who had experimented sexually before involvement.3 9

The regulatory elements of lsKcoN expectations may provide something

that members have been looking for. More than this, though, many members

found,,...the Krishna belief system...one of the most significant factors

contributing to their decision to join."4 0 Shinn agrees with this

observation, explaining that many members will come to the movement for

the first time already well acquainted with the philosophy of the Hare

Krishnas.

The significant element in the family seems to center on the parents'

Kenney and Poling found that "...31 percent of the devotees reported the

death of a parent...[while another] 31 percent reported parental divorces

prior to their joining the movement." 1 Although this finding is not echoed

to this extent in comparable studies, Daner, among others, stresses the

function of a guru as a parental figure, offering guidance and protection'

Kenney and Poling assert that many of the devotees they interviewed

rejected parental authority while submitting to the authority of the

spiritual master. Supporting this further, Rochford finds that "...influencing
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the decision to join the movement for a significant portion of lsKcoN's

membership...invorved an attraction to the charisma of srila Prabhupada:'42

Later, when we look at issues of conversion, we will again see the

signif icance of the spiritual master in the decision to join the Hare

Krishnas.

Along with the lack of ties with a mainstream religion and with

parents, devotees are usually single before joining ISKCON' The absence of

close social ties may extend beyond not having a mate to not having any

consistent rifestyre. Rochford finds that "...nearry one-third of the devotees

report spending time 'on the road' or 'on the street' within the year prior to

joining lSKCON..43

have worked for a

ln addition, O'Brien reports that members ""'tended to

while after f inishing with formal education, often

drifting in and out of employment,... experiment[ing] with communal living

and/ordrugtaking....'44Theseconditionssupportthetheorythatdevotees

are drifters, looking for something--anything--that will give meaning to

their lives. lf they are drifting socially, then that may explain why

,,...nearly half of the devotee respondents indicated that the'warmth and

friendliness of the devotees' contributed to their decision to join""'4 5

Does ISKCON attract the unattached seeker merely by providing social

acceptance and new roles?

Rochford clearly subscribes to the drift model' He concludes from his

research that

lnstead of having turned their back on society by taking part in the

movement, it would appear that most were never really involved in or

committed to the dominant institutions in the society in ways that

might have constrained their participation'46

As explained before, Daner finds that these young adults fail to f ind

anything in society to commit to, leaving them separated and detached'

Daner attributes the cause of this situation to society, yet believes the
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solution is sought by the young adult. lf youth find no meaning in society,

they will find a meaningful context outside of society and, subsequently,

find their identity within that new context.4 7

It is to this task of remodeling themselves that the devotees of

ISKCON dedicate themselves, attempting to strike through ideology to
the level of consciousness in order to transform the deepest sense of

self, relationships with others, and even their environment.4S

However, as Ross (1983) indicates in his clinical study of devotees, this

transformation does not indicate that "...joining the Hare Krishna movement

is an attempt to stabilize an unstable personality....''49 Joining the Hare

Krishnas may be an answer to questions which are not addressed by society:

questions of spirituality or of success outside the middle/upper class

expectations. Perhaps devotees have attributed the unhappiness within

them to the separation of individuals in society. A possible way to

alleviate this unhappiness, then, is to remove oneself from society to a

community which provides connection. Thus commitment to ISKCON may be

evoked because members have been looking for something meaningful--not

just to them individually but meaningf ul as well to people who are

connected to them. Had devotees been 'let down' by society or had they

realized that society compels few to create a meaningful lifestyle?

The possible variables involved in explaining devotee membership are

numerous, though perhaps narrowed down. Kenny and Poling single out

...eight conversion factors...: a socio-economically advantaged family

background; an early socialization process characterized by discord as

well as an identity crisis prior to ISKCON; an orientation toward being

a world Saver; a rejection of parental authority and value system
coupled with the need for a strong, male authority substitute;
extensive use of drugs...; a tendency to view the material world as

devoid of meaning and reality; a vegetarian diet and a tendency to seek

a new self-identity in non-traditional, Asian Religions.50

Though this structure is based on the biographical material of Hare Krishna
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devotees, it remains a generalization. Shinn reminds us that "...there arc

many types of religious seekers who came to Krishna by many paths--some

circuitous and some direct. No single explanation can do justice....'5 1

Moreover, the factors which Kenney and Poling describe may partially

account for why youth become involved in any new religious movement. But

why join the Hare Krishnas, specifically? Until now the view of cults has

been 'generalistic' to minimize the wide range of factors which distinguish

cults. Certain generalizations have been made about cults to focus on

similarities between the members. Correlatively, cult members seem to be

drawn from a single pool of potential members by any NRM. The danger of

reducing the explanation of membership to a model based on commonalities

among members, âs most of the above studies have done, is that the

specifics of an NRM are not taken into account. Using a generalistic model

in an attempt to neutralize the stigma of labeling populations as

'susceptible' to cult influence, such as in Piker's lectures on the subject,

has similar dangers. This model emphasizes that, given the right social or

emotional conditions, anyone can become involved. This generalistic

position can deemphasize the uniqueness of the individual personality and

role of choice in NRM membership.

One way to account for individuality (of the members and the New

Religious Movement) is by looking at the practices of the group. Religious

practices reflect the individual character of the particular NRM and draw

the individual into participating with the members and the symbolism. ln

the Hare Krishnas, devotees are involved in religious practices daily (even

hourly). Often their first contact with the movement was through

participation in these same practices. lf these practices are compelling

enough for someone to become involved in ISKCON, then they should reflect

something more specific about the person's individual character. I posit

that there can be a 'match' between an individual and the Hare Krishnas,
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entities. This will be the subject of the following subsection.
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the two

A Sensory Experience with Krishna: To Love Him is to Know Him

Kenney and Poling have done work in this area from a psychological

perspective in two studies: "Sexual Sublimation in Krishna Consciousness"

(1g78) and The Hare Krishna Character Type: A Study of the Sensate

Perso n alitv (1986). They provide an example of how individuals may be

attracted to the Hare Krishnas, specifically due to characteristics in their

pe rso nalities.

Kenney and Poling work from a biographical profile of common

membership experiences, adding that the factors of problems with parental

authority and lack of compelling social roles lead to feelings of alienation

and unfulfilled emotional needs. The youth who has a sensate orientation

(an affinity toward sensory experiences) probably will look for a solution

described by this model. The pre-convert, "...in an attempt to resolve his

dependency conflict [with authority], searches for meaning and answers in

direct experiences provided by nontraditional Asian philosophies and

religions," especially those that provide "...techniques of self-discipline and

awareness that primarily involve the use of sense experience."52 The youth

initially uses drugs to avoid feelings of isolation. Yet, with the beginning

of a religious exploration s/he uses drugs to raise consciousness and

gratify the senses. However, rather than fill the emotional void, "...this

pattern of uncontrolled indulgence increases the level of alienation

between himself and others."S3 The youth has two needs, neither of which

s/he is successful in fulfilling: sense gratification and structure within a

religious framework. Frustrated by a lack of meaningful satisfaction, the

pre-convert reaches a pivotal point. When s/he comes in contact with

ISKCON, the youth finds a means for sense experiences and control within a
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religious context. The Hare Krishnas may be just what the devotee is

looking for.

Kenney and Poling's 'sensate personality' is based on the Jungian model

of personality construction. ln Jung's theory, everyone has four

fundamental processes: thinking, feeling, sensing, and intuiting. They are

grouped in complementary yet contrasting pairs:

THINKING

SENSING INTUITING

I

FEELING

One element in each pair is dominant in determining how the individual

functions. Thinking and feeling are the functions which form judgments

while sensing and intuiting are the modes which guide perception. One's

'type' is determined by which functions one relies on most.54

The f our f unctions depend on different areas of experience for

information sources. Thinking involves the intellect and leads to objective

judgments of truth, independent of personal feeling. Feeling entails

emotional experience, leading to subjective judgments based on ideas of

positive and negative experiences. Sensing determines that "...sensory

representations of tangible events and objects"Ss will be attended to more

than intuitive perceptions. Here, awareness depends on conscious sensory

input. Intuiting depends on unconscious processes involving conjecture and

anticipation, beyond tangible information.56 Given these varied modes, the

same experience could be perceived and judged in many different ways.

Kenney and Poling, however, find that one more dimension of personality is

necessary for understanding the sensate personality. This dimension,

called 'judging-perceiving,' was identified in Myers' work in 1980. The
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judging aspect prefers structure and regularity in lifestyle where the

perceiving aspect prefers spontaeneity and unpredictability.ST There is a

one in eight chance of having any one of these personality type

combinations. Using Jung's and Myers' personality dimensions (determined

by the Myers-Briggs Type lndicator, MBTI), Kenney and Poling expect to find

a dominant personality type among devotees which would reflect

meaningful explanations and experiences in the Hare Krishnas.

ln their research, Kenney and Poling distributed the MBTI to a sample

size of gg devotees f rom four American temples. They f ind the

sensing-thinking-judging (STJ) type represented significantly more in the

ISKCON temples than any other personality type. The incidence of this type

is between 55 and 1OO% in any one temple (this distinction remained

significant when controlled for each gender). The next highest prevalence

of a personality type consititutes only 20"/" of a temple population.5S These

findings indicate to Kenney and Poling that there is some correspondence of

sensate elements within ISKCON, "...mediated through specific cognitive and

behavioral religious practices."sg The sensate individual comes to ISKCON

to surrender "...one set of pleasures ('materialistic' pleasures) for another

set ('spiritual' pleasures) that in most cases are either unavailable or

unsatisfying" in society.60 There is a 'match' between the Hare Krishna

lifestyle and the devotee because ISKCON "...both validates their [the

members'] sensate orientation and provides mechanisms for its control."61

How would the sensate personality function within ISKCON? What

characteristics would correspond between the sensate devotee and the

religious practices of the Hare Krishnas? Looking at the distinguishing

characteristics of the STJ dimensions, Kenney and Poling find parallels

between member personality and member lifestyle.

The authors single out three distinct aspects of the thinking

dimension: streamlined thought (seeing issues as either true or false), the
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absolute truth of one'S own perspective, and "...the tendency to value

principles over pêrsons."62 The tendency toward streamlined thought is

one feature of NRMs which the literature often distinguishes. lt refers to

the simplification of thought processes and the generalization of issues

such that they are seen only in black-and-white terms. Devotees present

their message as very obvious, clear cut, and absolutely true. They also

place the purity of their message against the backdrop of the material

world's illusion, contrasting truth and falsity to an even greater extent.

The scriptures contain the complete truth which is "...quite obvious to the

well-intentioned and high-minded."63 The third aspect of a principled

lifestyle is evident, as 'ISKCON devotees consistently allow their personal

relationships to be governed by their theological beliefs."64 Marriages are

often set up by spiritual masters or at least need to be approved by temple

presidents. lf any interpersonal relationship seems inappropriate with

regard to the Hare Krishna belief system, then it will be sacrificed. I would

also add that this stress on principles provides a means of controlling the

feeling function. Through the Hare Krishnas' rigorous control of emotions

(they should only be directed toward Krishna) the thinking f unction

maintains control over the subjective experience of feeling. The centrality

of thinking is evident in ISKCON through devotee views, the theology and the

regulation of interpersonal relationships.

There are three major attributes of the judging function: a stress on

maintaining proper standards, perseverance with long term projects, a

highly organized and purposeful lifestyle, and dogmatic intolerance of

alternative views and lifestyles.65 The Hare Krishnas are adamant about

maintaining a 'revitalized version of Vedic civilization' with their

standards of cleanliness, social structure, ritual, thought, dress, etc.

Their ability to vigorously complete long projects can be seen in the

progress they have made in constructing temples world-wide (especially
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The Palace of Gold in New Vrindaban, w. Va.) when many devotees

previously had no building skills. As regards the third aspect, Kenney and

Poling find "...that the lsKcoN devotees...accepted a high degree of

regulation in their lives and welcomed routine."66 Devotees are generally

unreceptive to values and ideals outside of the movement's. They are

critical oî karmis, non-devotees who are engrossed in materialism. Over

all, the Hare Krishnas are dogmatic, though not always totally condemning

of the 'partial truth' of other religious traditions.

Sensing relies on concrete, sensory stimuli. This aspect of the STJ

type is fulfilled most noticeably. As Kenney and Poling explain: "Every...rite

is an orchestration of visual, oral, olfactory, aural, and tactile elements

designed to produce a powerful, sensate experience."6T Devotees also care

for Krishna in ways which appeal to all his senses. The devotees make

opulent clothing for him to wear, bathe him, dance and chant for him' and

feed him so they can receive prasadam, spiritual food. The importance of

the precepts against sex and intoxicants also indicates an attempt to avoid

overindulgence in sensory experiences outside of worshiping Krishna'

Love of Krishna and the rejection of sense gratification is an important

connection between the theology and the sensory experience of the devotee.

Devotees constantly see the danger of falling into sense gratification and

yet worship of Krishna centers around the senses. This may seem like a

contradiction but ¡t is precisely because the devotees focus upon the

transcendent--Krishna--that they are able to control their sensory

impulses. This is particularly true of the sexual drive. For the Hare

Krishnas sex is seen only as a means for sense gratification that has no

connection with love. By directing their sexual desires toward

Krishna--sexual sublimation--devotees believe they are able to control

their impulses and truly love. Sublimation is a means for control of

sensate inclinations.
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For the Hare Krishnas, the essence of material existence is sense

gratif ication. Moreover, according to Prabhupada, "...the impetus and

motivating force of every human activity is...[sensory pleasure] and the

highest pleasure is undoubtedly ss¡."68 This pleasure is ephemeral and will

inevitably lead to unhappiness. Yet, there is a way to break free and find

'eternal bliss'. Freedom can be acheieved through the "...utilization of the

same sexual drives" simply by "...transfer[ring] this desire for material sex

gratification to the desire for Krishna....'69 For the Hare Krishnas, loving

and desiring Krishna does not end in frustration because Krishna is eternal.

Directing the sex impulse towards Krishna protects the devotees f rom

feeling the sadness of loss. More than that, the rechanneling of the sex

drive in the religious context is important because the sense of lust can be

satisfied by Krishna and, thus, be controlled: "...the transcendental lust

which Krishna himself occasions He also pacifies..70 This form of worship

of Krishna allows satisfaction of the senses while providing a context of

control. Devotees assert that the only true love and sensory pleasure is

found in loving Krishna. They continue to feel emotions of love and

enjoyment but legitimize their experience by claiming transcendental

superiority over material pleasure'

The key to the success of pacification is that the sexual impulses are

directed at a transcendental object--Krishna. This is the essence of

sublimation and the Jungian definition of symbolization. When a "...devotee

sublimates his sexual impulses and synthesizes the symbol of 'Krishna' he

apparently diminishes his materialistically oriented lust and redirects his

overt activities toward devotional services."71 Kenney and Poling describe

this as 'personality recentering and transformation,' meaning that devotees

are able to f ully engage themselves in their spiritual lives when they

sublimate their desires in the material world.

The sexual sublimation, according to Freud, entails "...the inhibition of
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primitive object-choices and the diversion of instinctual energy into

socially acceptable and culturally creative channels."72 lmplicit in this

statement is that if these impulses are not controlled they will themselves

inhibit the realization of the self in society. ln the case of Krishna

Consciousness, failure to inhibit sexual desires will, in turn, inhibit

devotional service for Krishna. Sublimation can be achieved through the

process of symbolization. Symbols involve "...an attempt to satisfy an

instinctual impulse through the displacement of libido" into transcendental

goals.73 The sexual impulse, redirected toward some transcendental

object, can thus be at once expressed and released.

ln the Hare Krishnas, there are practices which are able to facilitate

sexual sublimation. Rituals are concerned with evoking an emotional

response: "...the symbol Krishna and the devotional rituals...accentuate

awareness through all five senses and enhance the emotional experience."T4

This phenomena can be illustrated by the aratrika ceremony. The senses

are involved through the sight of the deities, the music, the incense, the

food, and the chanting. The chanting during the ceremony "...gradually

increases in momentum anU intensity until the devotees are leaping in

ecstasy,"7s washed over with feelings of love for Krishna. This ritual of

participating in love f or Krishna is practiced daily, thus continually

reinforcing the power of sexual sublimation in devotional worship.

The reasons why there is such a distinction between love of Krishna

and 'earthly love' are a part of the very foundation of understanding Krishna

Consciousness. Humans have two natures: the body and the spirit soul.

Realizing that the individual is not the body but the spirit is essential to

understanding the need for escaping sense gratificat¡on.76 The body, like

the senses, is ephemeral, as are the bodies of all humans. The spirit is

eternal and part of Krishna's spiritual nature. "When man ignores his

spiritual nature the result is an animal lif e of sense-gratif ication
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characterized by anxiety, frustration, suffering and death."77 We are meant

to love Krishna and when we realize that we are actually spirit, we will

naturally want to be close to God.

Devotees are faced with the challenge of getting close to Krishna

within this material context. To reject the material body and sublimate

material desires to the degree required, ISKCON presents concrete methods

for participating emotionally in a love of Krishna. ln order to see Krishna

as a love 'object' there are three symbolic, canonical roles into which

devotees can project themselves. Through these roles, "...the modern

devotee is transported to that eternal, spiritual world--there to taste the

transcendental pleasure such communion with Krishna provides."78 T h e

first role is that of a male friend to Krishna as a peer. This is based on his

f riendship with the cowherd boys, relationships f ull of camaraderie and

emotion. The second role is that of a mother to Krishna as her child. This

is based on Krishna's relation with his mother, Yasoda, who displays strong

emotions of parental affection and care. The third role is that of a lover to

the male Krishna. This is modeled after his relationship with the gopis. By

taking this role the devotees direct their sexual desires toward Krishna.T9

Adoption of one of these roles allows the devotees to place the emotional

experience of rituals within a symbolic framework.

Devotees center all of their loving interactions on Krishna. Thus they

are constantly engaged in maintaining this relationship in their roles,

emotional responses, and rituals. ln this way they enhance their love of

Krishna and successf ully orient themselves away f rom 'earthly' and

material desires. Complete devotional service requires such discipline.

The devotees' rejection of the material world, the senses, and strong

interpersonal ties is evident in the results of Kenney and Poling's research.

part of this rejection entails a rejection of American society. Devotees

demonstrate this in the way they have reordered their individuality. They
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adopt the trappings of a Krishna Conscious life--through their dress,

participation in eastern rituals, accordance with the standards of temple

life and belief systems. Though there is a radical difference in how

devotees present their identities before and after involvement in the Hare

Krishnas, Kenney and Poling's research raises the point that the personality

of members may not have been so different before they came across ISKCON.

The significance of this statement is that the transformation of becoming a

devotee may reflect something within the converts that was not previously

evident. The decision to join is usually done with familiarity with the

texts and some of the temple activities. lnvolvement seems to 'make sense'

within the context of the individual's life. ISKCON provides psychological

compensators--a protective authority figure, control over senses,

streamlining of thought and lifestyle--seems to be what members have

been looking for. Yet, becoming a Hare Krishna devotee is not just an

adjustment in identity and lifestyle but in religious devotion and belief.

Thus membership in ISKCON is more than participation in an alternative

way of life--it involves religious conversion.

Conversion: A Collection of Theoret¡cal Beliefs

Before looking at conversion theories to begin to explain involvement in

the Hare Krishnas, let us see what factors seem significant thus tar. A

common element in the personal histories of devotees is the lack of

connection with their middle class, mainstream lives. Consequently they

may have been looking for some kind of experience which is meaningful

outside of mainstream society, perhaps sensory oriented, yet controlled.

This is only one side of the story--who the members are, what they are

like, what they may want from their lives. The other side becomes apparent

when looking at theories of conversion and relating it to the process of

becoming a devotee. The participation of the ISKCON then becomes crucial,
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for the Hare Krishna devotees, not solely the potential members, greatly

determine how one enters the movement. lf the process is a combination of

social and cognitive factors, then how does conversion and membership

come about in the Hare Krishnas? The conversion process illuminates the

factors which influence the individual in the decision to join a movement.

The fundamental models of conversion (for NRMs or other religions)

parallel the theories of what motivates NRM membership. The first is the

brainwashing model, constructed by the anti-cult faction. The literature

applies this model only to cults, though there is literature on the sudden

conversion in mainstream religions. One of the most prominent writings on

the view of brainwashing is by Conway and Siegelman called Snapping:

America's Epidemic of Sudden Personality Change. The term 'snapping' is

the word used to describe the conversion experience. For Conway and

Siegelman, conversion to NRMs entails a "...sudden, drastic alteration of

personality in all its many forms" because the person "...loses his mind to

some form of external or automatic control."80 Conway and Siegelman

assert that the 'victim' may have no idea that a change has occurred at the

time. The change is sudden and entails a complete reworking of the

personality. This new person has been refashioned by "...the mass of new

information the individual has received in the comprehensive assault of

alien and intense experiences impinging upon him with an immediate and

overwhelming force."81 There is, consequently, a change in behavior,

appearance, thought, feeling, and social ties. The research in this paper

agrees with the presence of these changes in self-expression, yet questions

the role of NRMs and the change of personality as described by this model'

How do cults brainwash their targets? According to Conway and

Siegleman, "...the Hare Krishna cult emerge[s] as perhaps the most practiced

at inducing the snapping moment. ..."82 Thus, it is appropriate to look at the

'snapping technique' of ISKCON. Conway and Siegleman identify chanting as
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the primary ingredient of altering personality. lronically, I believe the

Krishnas would agree about the power of chanting, for it is the direct route

to being close to Krishna. Conway and Siegleman explain how chanting

reduces anxiety because it keeps the members f rom dwelling on their

worries. Again, the Hare Krishnas would agree, for they will chant during

the hassles of the day to remind themselves that these worries are

products ol maya. ln the snapping model, chanting kills the mind.83 For the

Hare Krishnas, ¡t kills illusion. There is a difficult paradox here:

condemnation from one point of view is the assertion of the other.

Although chanting may be powerful and may draw some people to

ISKCON, there are so many other aspects to becoming involved in the

movement that conversion cannot be attributed to one, alone. The sudden,

snapping effect that their interviewees reported, moreover, is not

supported by other studies. Wright (1984) finds that, out of a sample of

voluntary defectors (from the Unification Church, ISKCON, and the Children

of God) there "...is the almost complete absence of brainwashing

accusations" where "91o/o of the sample felt their participation was entirely

voluntary."84 Shinn also reports that less than "...a dozen of the 120

devotees interviewed claimed any dramatic experience or quick decision to

enter a Krishna temple."85 Moreover, Conway and Siegleman state that

conversion to a cult entails a complete personality change. Yet, the

research thus far does not indicate anything that radical. ln fact, taking on

a new identity in an NRM seems to fit with the personality and interests of

the member before joining.S6

The second model takes the continuity of NRM membership with the

incidents leading up to it into account. The drift model posits that the

conditions of a pre-convert's life 'sets him/her up' for conversion because

they are unhappy and uncommitted in their societal roles. When they are

exposed to the NRM they are drawn in by social ties with members. This
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model gives little weight to individual choice or the the appropriateness of

the specific NRM for the convert. Piker describes the essence of this

conversion model--'it happens to them.' Conversion is usually gradual

because the development of the social ties is important before the

acquisition of the belief system becomes significant: "...people become

converts gradually, even inadvertently, through the inf luence of social

relationships, especially during times of personal strain."87

Lofland and Stark (1965), in their paper "Becoming a World-Saver: A

Theory of Conversion to a Deviant Perspective," give the classic illustration

of the drift model. They studied a small NRM, the Divine Precepts, and find

common pre-involvement conditions among the members. There are certain

predisposing conditions which produces a pool of potential members, though

do not assure actual membership. These conditions consist of tension (or

f rustration); 'religious seekership', meaning looking to satisfy f rustrations

within a religious framework; and a disruption of a pattern of living. This

last condition is crucial: "... shortty before, and concurrently with their

encounter with D.P., all pre-converts had reached...a 'turning point'...''88

Once the potential member reaches this pivotal time, contact with the NRM

member is decisive in conversion. However, mere contact is not enough.

"The development or presence of some positive, emotional, interpersonal

response seems necessary to bridge the gap between first exposure to

the...message and accepting its truth."B9 The success of conversion depends

on the strength of those social bonds, first in relation to bonds outside the

NRM and second in relation to the demands of the NRM. The catalyst for and

strengthener of the conversion experience depends on social relations.

The centrality of social bonds in conversion is the core of Stark and

Bainbridge's article, "Networks of Faith: lnterpersonal Bonds and

Recruitment to Cults and Sects" (1980). They do not deny the importance of

predisposing conditions (deprivation) or appeal of the ideology, but
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attribute the actual success of recruitment to the social bonds members

form or have with non-members. They find that kinship ties are some of

the most powerful bonds in further recruitment. Any pre-existing ties with

'outsiders' greatly increases the chances of finding potential members. lf

no such ties exist, recruitment techniques may rely on forming friendships

before introducing the ideology of the movement. When the interpersonal

tie is strong, then the potential recruit is more likely to be persuaded by

the belief system. The success of the recruitment depends on the depth of

the social bond and the size of the social network--the amount of people

tied directly or through each other to any one member. We shall later

discuss the role interpersonal ties have in the Hare Krishnas.

ln her article "Cognitive and Emotional Antecedents of Religious

Conversion", Ullman (1982) reports the inf luence of cognitive versus

emotional and social factors on conversion, both to mainstream religions

and NRMs (including the Hare Krishnas). This study involves the comparison

of converts with religiously affiliated non-converts. Her findings support

the existence of predisposing factors in Lofland and Stark's theory. She

inquires about the importance of four factors in members' past: a low

tolerance for ambiguity (hence the desire for concrete beliefs), a cognitive

quest for an ideology, traumatic events during childhood, and turmoil during

adolescence. Her research indicates that "...emotional dynamics are better

predictors of conversion than the cognitive constructs examined."90 tn

contrast, Shinn maintains that "...conscious, cognitive factors weighed

heavily in most devotees' conversion decisions and were paramount in

subsequent conversion processes."91 Emotional factors may well be

important motivational f actors, but the cognitive factors seem central

when looking at conversion to ISKCON.

The third is the active model, which focuses on the cognitive factors of

conversion. Here the affective experience of conversion may be gradual or
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rather sudden. Nevertheless, conversion is primarily cognitive where the

belief system is central to conversion. The decision to convert is congruent

with the person's past and with issues they have been thinking about for a

while. Yet, the decision will precipitate changes in the person's future.

One of these changes entails a reorganization of the self. As Piker

explains, the convert, after adopting a new belief system, undergoes a

...conscious reorganization of self, and streamlining of self, with

reference to a clearly understood and shared religious perspective....

[This] kind of organization...of self typically involves the suppression,
but by no means the obliteration, of a lot that had previously been in
the personality.9 2

This reorganization, though it comes after a change in beliefs, is part of the

conversion process, a distinction which will become increasingly

important. ln Piker's five-fold model of conversion, the "Conscious decision

for a way of life and a worldview...[of] the new religious Position"93 comes

after the self has been altered.

There are also changes in social involvement which may happen before

and during the conversion process. ln "Contact, Cognitions, and Conversion:

A Rational Choice Approach'(1985), Gartrell and Shannon discuss the role

of social bonds in the decision to convert. The decision is the product of

deliberation such that "...conversion hinges on actors' perception of the

expected rewards of converting relative to not convêrting."94 Their model

of conversion contains many factors which indicate the possibility of

conversion. Each factor has a benefit or a cost and the potential convert

must decide what costs are worth which benefits. The factors can be

broken down along two lines: the social bonds inside and outside the group

and the belief structures. The possible outcomes of pre-converts'

decisions vary in accordance with the factors where the

...social-emotional outcomes [include] sentiments of approval,
affection, respect, love and corresponding negative sentiments, land
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or transformingthel cognitive outcomes [include] sup¡lementing

elements of individual belief systems....vc

Thus, the choice to convert is a decision that the benefits (social and

cognitive) of being involved in the NRM outweighs the cost of potentially

losing social ties outside the movement and, I would add, of losing the old

vestiges of identitY.

Gartrell and Shannon's model stresses the rational process of making

the decision to convert which incorporates both cognitive and social

factors. yet, they stress that conversion would not be considered by

potential members if the belief system of the NRM were not in some way

linked with their own beliefs. The essential element is that the beliefs be

,'...consistent or congruent with existing elements of their belief

systems."96 Shinn and Piker also stress the importance of the

cognitive/philosophical appeal of the movement. Moreover, the process of

coming to the point of conversion is not a discrete moment in the

individual's life but is a product of elements from his/her personal history.

piker summarizes that "...the personal issues which are being dealt with

during the conversion career and which, motivationally, fuel ¡t, have been

with the convert for a long time."g 7

ln these models of conversion--brainwashing, drift and active--there

needs to be a separation of issues. The decision to join an NRM is different

from membership in the movement which may also be different from

agreeing with the belief system. Conversion is a process of believing and

participating. ln addition, participation in a religious group does not

indicate that conversion has taken place or is complete. Lewis R' Rambo, in

"psychological perspectives on Conversion" (1981), explains that though

someone is involved in the practices of the NRM and feels fulfilled by the

,,...cognitive or intellectual system of meaning,... the emotional sense of

belonging,... [and the] technique for living"9B 1¡" member may not be fully
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comm¡tted until s/he "...recognizes the

his/her life a new loYaltY."99

importance of a decision to give

conversion involves conviction that a certain belief system contains

validity for that individual. The conversion process is usually initiated by

the interest of the convert. However, this conviction does not assure

invorvement with the group who shares those beriefs. Nor will that

conviction necessarily last unless there is continued affirmation of those

beriefs. The sociar reinforcement from the NRM is important in continuing

the conversion Process:

...numerous choices, affiliations, and aff irmations bring converts to

the point at which they and others are prepared to say conversion has

occurred. subsequently, f urther choices and aff irmations sustain

converts in their new identities""l 00

Affirmations come during the conversion process' guided bY the group

itserf. Long and Hadden (1ggg), in their articre "Rerigious conversion and

theconceptofsocialization:lntegratingtheBrainwashingandDrift
Models," describe how the participation of the NRM is crucial for the

completion of this conversion process'

conversion does not just depend on the 'fit' between the individual and

the group, but an acceptance of that f¡t by the aspiring member and the

group. Long and Hadden see conversion as ""'one type of socializing

activity.,1O1 with the conversion process as a fOrm of socialization, the

process entails that the NRM "...successfully shapes new members toward

compriance with and adjustment to societar requirems¡15..102 N e w

members are incorporated by the movement but are not passive recipients'

Long and Hadden see this as a decidedly 'interactive process''

There are three components to the sociarization of members throughout

the conversion process: "...the nature and requirements of membershíp'"'lhe

participants in the socialization process and ...creating and incorporating
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expectations,
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Membership depends on the individual's knowledge of group

his/herabilitytoapplytheseexpectations'andthe
commitmentoftheindividualtofollowtheseguides.

Long and Hadden

nevertheless stress that, regardless of

fulfilled, membership ""'is an attribution

their conf idence that the member

whether these comPonents are

made bY others on the basis of

in question Possesses these

qualities....,.1 04 The participants in socialization are delineated along the

lines of 'outsiders, and 'insiders' or 'superordinates' and 'subordinates.'

lnsiders define potentiar members by directing sociarization techniques at

them. Yet, the outsiders also help def ine this relationship by their

reception of the socialization efforts. The intent of the creating and

incorporating activities is to socialize the potential member so that s/he

can function properly and reliably within the group's social context' The

creating aspect of this entails training by example and encouragement

incorporating aspect entails f inding potential members' evaluating

ability and progress, and directing them toward a suitable position

the group.1o5

Long and Hadden,s moder of conversion and sociarization best describes

the process devotees undergo when becoming involved in the Hare Krishnas'

Their initial recruitment techniques, though 'mellow' in comparison to the

techniqes of other NRMs (such as the Moonies), are intended to convey the

flavor of the movement, and not conceal its ideology' Moreover' when a

potential member demonstrates interest, the devotees will increase their

recruitment efforts. r saw this increase in effort from the few times that

r visited the tempre in phiraderphia. As the devotees explain, potential

members, or novices, need not be fully knowlegeable in alt the aspects of

devotee life and belief system, but must be 'sincere.' Their level of

commitmentandabilitytoadjusttolsKcoN'srequirementsisassessedby

theirspiritualmasterandfellowdevoteesduringthesixmonthtooneyear

The

their

within
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have time to

consider their decision, adjust to temple life, and learn what is expected of

them. Their 'conversion experience' may have occurred years, months, or

days before moving into the temple. However, their conversion process

does not begin until they make the commitment to alter their lives and

become'full-time devotees.'

The potential convert has certain expectations of the NRM and'

likewise, the movement has expectations of members' This is clearly

shown in the Hare Krishnas, considering their insistence on devotees and

potential devotees adhering to the four precepts. For integration into a

group, the behavior of members must alter to meet the group standards'

',Conversion is the beginning of the journey, not the end"1 06--the decision

to convert is just the beginning of the process of incorporating the self in a

new context. William James, in his book The Varieties of Flelioious

Experience, sees conversion as affecting both belief and lifestyle:

,,...conversion includes not only a decision to convert but also a conversion

process that culminates in altered moral behavior and a new religious

¡¡1s.''1 0I

'lt's the Process That Counts': The Resocialization of Devotees

Conversion (the decision and the process) is an interplay between the

individual (his/her past and cognitive decision) and the NRM (its worldview'

way of life, membership, and acceptance of the novice)' Other important

factors are the social contacts with members and the cognitive appeal of

the movement. Moreover, the movement searches for members who will

participate in their 'cause.' lsKcoN places great emphasis on the sincerity

of the potential initiate. Thus, the Hare Krishnas will recruit members in

accordance with what they are rooking for. Recruitment is not merely

achieved by the initial interest of the potential member' Recruitment
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involves the increased participation and commitment of the potential

member. Moreover, recruitment involves techniques designed by the

movement. These techniques are made up of modes of participation: passive

(such as eating prasadam), social (such as living communally), ritual (such

as chanting), and cognitive (such as attending a Gita class). Through these

modes potential members find whether they are suited for participation and

what is expected of them while the members learn the sincerity and

commitment of the prospective devotee. Will the initiate contribute to the

community, fulfill his/her responsibilities, and respect the strictures

which will guide his/her lifestyle?

The use of the term 'resocialization' in this section indicates that

devotees go through the process of socialization again, in ISKCON. They

leave behind a society to which they have already been socialized and enter

a new 'society' with new structures, roles, and standards. As O'Brien

(1983) indicates, just because devotees may not have 'found a place' in

their society does not mean that they have not been socialized by that

society. They have learned what is expected of them and either could not

relate to those standards or did not agree with them. Thus, along with their

rejection of society is a knowledge of what they are rejecting' Therfore'

when potential members turn to the Hare Krishnas, they must fully dispose

of the framework of the rejected society and be re-socialized to the

standards and lifestyle of ISKCON.

The recruitment techniques inf luence how the resocialization will

progress, depending on the interest and initiative of the potential member

and the means the NRM uses to draw the novice in. Relating the Hare

Krishna techniques to those of other movements gives a sense of what

ISKCON's attraction is, in particular.

piker (1g84) explains how the Unification Church (the Moonies) direct

their recruitment efforts at 'unaffiliated youth.' Recruiters (missionaries)
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may not reveal their religious interest when they first make contact with a

'targeted' individual. The first step involves a casual meeting with other

potential recruits. Friendliness and a concern for world issues are central

in this encounter. lf the prospectives continue to demonstrate interest,

they are invited to a weekend retreat. At this retreat, the recruitment

takes on a new intensity as the 'love-bombing' begins. The recruits are kept

busy, yet always in contact with the highly caring, affirming attention of

members. The power of this experience lies in the sense of receiving

unconditional love and security without responsibility. There is still no

presentation of the Moonies'ideological belief system. After these

affective bonds are formed at the retreat, the recruit is included in group

activities and gradually introduced to the doctrine. From then oo,

incorporation into the group relies on using those affective ties. Learning

group expectations is mediated through the approval and admonishment of

s1¡s¡s.108

ln the Unification recruitment, the power of affective, social bonds is

of uppermost importance. However, in Volinn's (1985) study of a yoga

ashram (a commune for mediation) there can be a very different attraction.

ln contrast, "Visitors to the ashram were referred to as 'guests' and

welcomed, but they had little face-to-face contact with members."l 0 9

They are separated from the members so that visitors do not feel any kind

of warm reception. From Volinn's research, membership is something that

the visitor has to work for. "Membership in the ashram was not primarily a

matter of what the organization had done but what individuals had done to

attach themselves to the ashram.'1 10 Volinn attributes the pursuit of

membership almost entirely to the potential member's search for complete

transcendence. Social ties with the ashram members have little, ¡f

anything, to do with the novice's interest and subsequent membership. Nor

should group ties have a primary influence on the resocialization process.
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Recruitment to the Hare Krishnas can have many dimensions. A social

bond can be significant or essential, as Shinn (1985) explains in

"Conflicting Networks: Guru and Friend in ISKCON.' For most devotees "...a

significant 'godbrother' or friend...nurtured them through the early decision

to join and then to stay after doubts arose.'1 1 1 Yet, this bond is not

necessarily the primary bond which draws the interest of the potential

devotee to ISKCON. There are many courses that an interested individual

may take, each varying in amount of social contact with members. One form

of contact may be through book distribution, where the potential member

can discuss Krishna Consciousness with a devotee or take the literature and

acquaint him/herself with the philosophy on his/her own. Another course

can be through a Hare Krishna 'sympathizer', as Rochford describes

them.112 This is someone who has interest in the movement but is not a

devotee. They will introduce the potential member to the literature, the

food, or bring them to a Sunday Feast. lndividuals may also make their

f irst contact when the devotees are publicly chanting and dancing, a

practice that has decreased greatly since the movement f irst started.

Nevertheless, curious observers may join in the chanting or be encouraged

to come to a Sunday Feast, what Shinn calls the "...friendship-building

arena.''113 The Feast incorporates chanting, dancing, a scripture lesson,

and a communal meal of prasadam, all the while surrounding the guests

with the sights of opulent deities, the smell of incense, and the enthusiasm

of the devotees. With any of these contacts, the devotees will attempt to

engage the non-devotee in conversation about their ideology. This may

spark an interest in some or cause others to object. Nevertheless, devotees

do not normally'tone down'their message to please the karmís,

on-devotees. They often take great pride in arguing their views which, in

itself, serves to reinforce their own beliefs. Recruitment depends heavily

on the curiosity and "...the direct initiative of the potential recruit based on
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read¡ng books or viewing devotional activities from s¡¿¡."114

Furthermore, there seems to be reason to question the centrality of

social bonds in the movement once the recruit becomes a member. Members

will move from temple to temple, regardless of friendships left behind.

Shinn also notes "...the individualism and personal isolation that even the

communal acts of worship promote.'115 | also found in my visit to the

temple that devotees spend much of their time alone, with their own

responsibilities. The very requirement of chanting sixteen rounds isolates

the devotees, for the chanting is done individually. Shinn concludes that

while

...recruitment may in fact be assisted by building social networks of

friendship between devotees and potential recruits, ¡t would appear
that commitment in ISKCON is not supported as directly by social
bonding as I had expected 1o 1¡¡6.1 16

How, then does resocialization progress, if not through the primary

influence of other members?

O'Brien discusses the importance of restructuring the 'old' self to

initiate the resocialization process. This restructuring, or Piker's

'reorganizing', involves alteration of outward appearance and behavior,

personal reflection, and social guidance. Daner describes how the devotees

adopt the traditional lndian garb: a dhoti and shirt for men, and sari and

blouse for women. ln addition the male devotee usually "...shave[s] his head

except for a remaining lock of hair called a sikha...as a sign of surrender to

the spiritual master....'117 Other outward signs of the change are the

prayer beads and bag, the fulasi beads worn around the neck (described by

some devotees as their dog collar) to attest to their submission and

commitment to Krishna, and the tilaka (clay markings) on their body, the

one on the forehead down the bridge of the nose being the most

prominent.118
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behavior inApart f rom their appearance, the devotees alter their

accordance with the temple standards. They are taught

...how to behave in the temple during ceremoniês,... how to say various

prayers and hymns in Sanskrit,... how to maintain temple standards of

cleanliness and hygiene,... how to chant,... and how to use a vocabulary

of Sanskrit wordi that will replace karmi *s¡¿5.1 19

The adherence to the four precepts--no meat-eating, no illicit sex, no

intoxicants, and no gambling--is also an alteration of behavior for most,

though not all devotees. Some new devotees have already been following

those guidelines when they move into the temple. As for the requirement of

chanting, this modification is much more than behavioral. lt is a means for

gaining spiritual transcendence of the mundane and becomes a resource for

devotees during their daily lives. Shinn (1987) remarks that "...it is not

uncommon to hear devotees chanting whenever they have to pass time or

find themselves in distress."120

Personal reflection is the internal reordering and re-education of the

setf. As O'Brien describes, there is a denial of the moral worth of the old

self as life before Krishna Consciousness consists of "...a time of

unenlightenment,... trapped in material existence and involved in

sense-gratification to the detriment of spiritual advancems¡1.'1 21 The

devotee will guide his/her own restructuring by discussing his/her

weaknesses with other devotees and by preaching to non-devotees. The

former recourse affirms the devotee's beliefs and structures, and the latter

strengthens the devotee's beliefs by giving the chance to defend them.

Devotees continually remind themselves that they are not their body so

that they do not fall into egoism (love of self) or sense gratification. The

pure devotee "...has no false ego because he does not accept the body as

himself.... Thus when he is completely free from false ê9o, he becomes

nonattached to all material things...."122 The Hare Krishnas believe that
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the only way to uncover one's love for Krishna is by understanding the self

as only the 'spirit soul.' They believe that anything about an individual in

one lifetime is ephemeral and is not the 'true' self. This denial of 'false'

ego is echoed constantly by the other devotees and by the texts. In fact, the

devotees may always resort to the texts for their personal needs and will

read them daily. Thus, with the opportunity

...of reading and studying his IPrabhupada's] translations of and

commentaries on the major Krishna scriptures...[the devotees have] a
pretty clear picture of the nature and extent of the religious life to
which they [are] committing themselves.l2S

The social influence on a devotee's resocialization is subtle. O'Brien

states that peer criticism and peer cohesion are the means of social

'control.' lf a devotee does not fulfill his/her responsibilites to the

community other devotees will admonish the 'deviant.' With the total

standardization of the devotee's life, adherence to these norms will "...do

more to develop a sense of belonging to the group than the threat of

negative sanctions."124 Group inclusion and heteronomy are powerful

resocializing agents. While Rochford was conducting his research of the

Hare Krishnas, he found how this subtle peer pressure works:

I knew that by chanting, the devotees would be pleased and the
pressures I was feeling would subside. Soon after I began chanting...a
devotee came over to me and put a flower garland around my neck...[and

laterl another devotee stopped and showed me the correct way to hold

the beads....125

All of this self-examination and social interaction concentrates on

immersing the devotee in devotional life. This is achieved by casting off

the old self which was conditioned not only by society but, from their view,

by maya, illusion.

O'Brien remarks on the importance of fellow devotees in the

resocialization process yet "Matters of dogma...are (theoretically) the
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concern of no one but the individual 6svslss'126 and, I would emphatically

add, his or her spiritual master. Shinn's observation is that the spiritual

master is highly influential in the new member's incorporation into the

Hare Krishnas. Although social ties may be important during recruitment

and daily living, "...it is submission to the spiritual master, the guru, and

the personal and spiritual roles that relationship implies that is the key to

understanding the commitment process."127 This is a social tie of its own,

though not one of equal to equal. The guru is directly connected to Krishna

through parampara, disciplic succession, and by the perfect message he

conveys. The devotee is ignorant and weak, in comparison, and must rely on

the spiritual guidance of the spiritual master. lt is the guru who decides

when a potential devotee may be initiated and who evaluates the devotee's

spiritual progress. The spiritual life is thus "...a solitary quest with the

guru as the primary guide.'1 2B

Shinn supports his statement with evidence in ISKCON over its history.

With the death of Prabhupada, there was mass defection of devotees,

estimated around 20-25 o/". Prabhupada is a special case for he was also the

founder of the movement, and it is not uncommon for NRMs (or any social

movement, for that matter) to dissolve after the death of the founder.

However, there is additional evidence from the subsequent gurus. The

foremost example is the guru of the European sector. When he himself

defected, his disciples followed, showing how "...their bond to their guru

was more important than that either to ISKCON as an institution or to the

larger fellowship of disciples in ¡SKCON."129 This was again the case when

Kirtanananda (Bhaktipada) and his community at New Vrindaban were

excommunicated from ISKCON in the last two years. At that time, most of

his community chose to stay with their guru, though now many have left to

rejoin ISKCON or leave the movement altogether. Hence, the bond of the

devotee to the spiritual master is quite strong.
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The resocialization of devotees into ISKCON takes on many forms. The

participation of the new devotees is social, religious, and individual. As

the devotee develops along these lines, his/her commitment to the Hare

Krishnas increases to complete the conversion process. Committed to a

new lifestyle, the devotee is also oriented toward new goals and

expectations. The implication of continued devotee involvement is that

these goals suit the devotee's aspirations more than the expectations of

mainstream society. Devotees gain the ability to devote their entire way of

living to spiritual growth through experience and the mastery of knowledge.

Moreover, Shinn's emphasis on the guru/disciple relationship indicates the

addition of a strong authority figure to the devotee's life. Perhaps devotees

seek an authority figure more than an approving, supportive social network.

The guru is not only a guide during spiritual growth but is an 'authority,'

with answers and a goal for the devotee.

Many theorists stress the power of an authority figure in ISKCON,

focusing on the need for the devotee to surrender to the guru. Some, such as

Levine and Salter, go so lar as to say that the importance of a guru

indicates authoritarianism. The absolute authority of the guru, the

submission to that authority, the streamlining of thought, and the dogmatic

belief system are all themes from the authoritarian model. The theory of

authoritarianism is much like the drift model--those who submit to an

authoritarian lifestyle do so to fulfill a basic psychological need. The full

theory of authoritarianism may not apply to the case of the Hare Krishnas.

There is, however, something useful about understanding why middle/upper

class well-educated youth, who have much more 'opportunity' in our society

than less 'privileged' youth, would choose to reject those possibilities and

restrict their f utures. The answer has been implied by others: the

ambiguity of their future and the pressures of establishing their unique

identity in this society. These youth may also not simply move away from
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too many options but actively reject the opportunities our society provides.

Escape Fromm Freedom?

Erich Fromm discusses the authoritarian personality in his 1941 book,

Escape from Freedom. He bases his theory on the existence of his view of

basic human needs: "...the need to be related to the world outside oneself,

the need to avoid aloneness.'130 Humans may find themselves alone if they

cannot relate to any values, symbols and patterns. Fromm calls this 'moral

aloneness.'

According to Fromm, as humans gain freedoms, "...emerging from the

original oneness with man and nature...'131 they will gain individuality and

either become productive in the world or find some structure which will

take away those very freedoms that afforded individuality. Humans will

seek this structure to protect themselves from aloneness. This is because

as humans become "...more independent, self-reliant, and critical,... [they

become] more isolated, alone, and ¿1¡¿¡6..132 Fromm believes that in our

society humans are merely cogs in the economic wheel and are frustrated

that they cannot realize their 'real self.' Humans feel powerless, despite

the appearance of control that they have.133

Fromm sees the authoritarian need as coming out of masochistic and

sadistic drives--the need to hurt and be hurt in order to feel important and

in control. This aspect of sado-masochism in his theory seems

inappropriate to explain the membership of the Hare Krishnas, though there

may be individual members with those tendencies. Yet, the needs behind

sado-masochistic tendencies may indicate some reasons for becoming a

devotee. Fromm explains that the

...frightened individual seeks for somebody or something to tie his self
to; he cannot bear to be his own individual self any longer, and he tries
frantically to get rid of it and to feel security again by the elimination
of this burden: the self.134
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There is no denying that the Hare Krishnas try to eliminate a material sense

of self and enter a highly structured, demanding life. Yet, as Shinn has

explained, there is a great deal of personal responsibility in recruitment

and further spiritual development. Fromm's model of authoritarianism does

not seem fully adequate for ISKCON members.

The model of authoritarianism implies a denouncement of the

singlemindedness of members toward their authority figure. As discussed

before, Hare Krishna members are expected to submit f ully to their

spiritual masters. As Shinn explains, however, this is an ongoing battle for

short term as well as long term members. Nevertheless, the idea of

submission to some master is seen throughout eastern culture and is little

understood by our western ideas of independence, innovation, and

self-sufficiency: "ln America, the notion of a person needing a spiritual

guide seems more than a bit foreign.'135 These elements of our society

may be liberating for the individual but may test the common bonds that tie

us together.

Rokeach (1956) applies the theory of authoritarianism to the study of

religious dogmatism. He defines ideological dogmatism as

...a) a relatively closed cognitive organization of beliefs and disbeliefs

about reality, b) organized around a central set of beliefs about

absolute authority which, in turn, c) provide a framework for patterns

of intolerance anO qualified tolerance toward e1¡s¡5.136

As we have seen in Kenney and Poling's work on the sensate personality,

this description of dogmatism correlates with the judging dimension in the

Hare Krishnas. Following Fromm, Rokeach sees dogmatic attitudes as a

product of the individual who is "...fearfully anxious of what the future

holds... fieading to] feelings of inadequacy and self-hate."137 This may be

true for the pre-convert. lf so, the self-hate may subside in the Hare

Krishnas because of the rejection of egoism. O'Brien notes that with a lack
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of focus on the self, this "...should be destructive of both self-esteem and

self-hatred.'138 By becoming self-less, devotees are able to put the

energy expended in self-centeredness into devotion and love of Krishna. ¡f

self-hatred guides the individual toward adopting a dogmatic lifestyle, the

self-hatred may be alleviated in the Hare Krishnas.

There is more emphasis in later theories on the possibility that NRM

members are not so much escaping their individuality but exploring the self

within a more structured context. Klostermair (1980) hypothesizes that

anti-scientif ic and anti-intellectual tendencies have motivated the

religious fervor of NRMs, perhaps as evidence of revolutionary

conservativism in American youth. These youth see hypocrisy and

incompetence in modern institutions. These "...effects of the total lack of

discipline are so evident...that demands for a life under strict discipline

appear much more reasonable than any crying for more ¡¡5"t1¡"5..139 With

the many varied opportunities for their f uture, Daner feels that youth

,,...may well be victims of the dilemma of overchs¡ss..140 Two factors are

at work in these theories: the distaste for what the future holds and the

confusion over what future to pursue. These theories echo Fromm's original

formulation that the search for structure results from the inability of the

individual to endure ambiguity and responsibility.

Hargrove (1988), however, works from Wallace's concept of mazeways.

This concept "...depicts human lif e as containing such a variety of

possibilities...that it appears to be a maze.... Each social group develops its

own view of the maze and its own path through it to goals it considers

important."141 The appearance of social movements indicates that old

mazeways are not appropriate and thus attempt to provide more satisfying

mazeways. Hargrove's reflection on modern society is that "Contempoøry

mazeways seem to be dysfunctional, leading not to cherished goals, but

further into contradictions and confusion."l 42 The children of the
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upper/m¡ddle class professionals are part of the New Class. lt is from this

population that the Hare Krishnas attract most converts. One of the goals

stressed in the New Class' mazeway is the development of individuality.

The youth of the New Class are expected to discover their own potentials

and are left with unconnected facets of the self. They "...may grow up

unsure about just which is the real self which they should claim and

develoP..143

Hargrove characterizes the sixties (the period during which ISKCON

was founded) as full of "...rituals of rebellion, seeking to reorder the

society, rather than rituals that would help secure a responsible place

there ."144 However, those joining NRMs today have grown up in a very

different social mileu than the atmosphere of the sixties. The sixties were

a time of revolution and non-conformism for youth. Today, however, the

drive for economic success has increased in importance for the youth of the

'me' generation, resulting in a more conservative trend. A focus on the self

seems more important to youth, so that joining a religious movement may

be less of a social rebellion than a personal rejection of the "...god of

economic success and growth.'1 45 This god is one which keeps the

individual from spiritual growth.

The motivation to join ISKCON may spring from a rejection of society's

ideal of material success. Success aimed at a material goal can result in

the separation of individuals as they individuate. The singlemindedness of

the Hare Krishnas may be an extreme solution to the rejection of

'superf icial success' or this feeling of separation. Nevertheless, they

reject the things which separate us: money, position, envy, desire. The

Krishnas profess that these things do not really matter in relation to who

we truly are--they are products of our own attachments.

The course of this inquiry into evidence of authoritarian themes in

ISKCON has strayed far from the complete submission of devotees to their
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spiritual master. The authority figure may be important in ISKCON, but may

not make the devotees like helpless children. The answer that devotees

find in the guru may be in his knowledge of spiritual growth. As ISKCON

shows, the spiritual master is not just an authority: one who knows the

truth of Krishna consciousness and communicates it perfectly to his

ignorant disciples. He is an example to the devotees. Not only are his

words the ultimate authority on what is expected of the devotees, but his

actions are, as well. Thus one can understand the standard of religiousness

from the spiritual master in two ways--from the philosophy and from the

spiritual master's bearing as a self-realized soul.
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The development of self-realization begins with the understanding that th.e self is not
material--ndt a physical body--but pure spiritual energy. Next, one realizes that the
pure, spiritual sält- is eternalÍy a part of the Supreme Self, Krsna. Finally one learns
how to'live fully in that eteinal, blissful transcendental relationship. One who has
attained this stage has attained life's supreme perfection.

from The Science of SelffiiOn

SECTION III: THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPIRITUAL LIFE

Once Hare Krishna devotees are comm¡tted to ¡SKCON they strive to

follow the example of their spiritual master and achieve the highest level

of enlightenment. The enlightened individual, from ISKCON's reconing, has a

particular understanding of the transcendent. As the above quote explains

this understanding, for the the Hare Krishnas, is three-fold: the self is

spirit-soul, not material; the self is part of God, Krishna; the self is meant

to and can enjoy a personal relationship with God. To understand the

reasons for members' devotion to the movement one must not only

understand their motives, as discussed in Section ll, but also their goals.

Their motives may be disillusionment with society and perhaps the desire

to grow spiritually in a controlled environment. The devotees'

understanding of their goals may change as they develop spiritually. They

may begin with the desire to embody the peacefulness and control they see

in other devotees. New members may also expect to maintain the blissful

feelings they experience during worship. Yet, as members' involvement

continues they must contend with spiritual struggles, such as accepting

their concept of 'self'--not the body but the soul. Their original goals may

become secondary to their spiritual gnosis, meaning that they may achieve

tranquility and joy in Krishna when they become 'self-realized.'

Devotees do not come to new levels of understanding alone. With the

spiritual master as exemplar and enlightened guide, the devotees learn

where their spiritual journey is taking them. As Daner explains, the guru is

an "...acarya, which means teacher by example.... All devotees want to

become great acaryas, and...following all the regulative principles of bhakti
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are the recommended methods of achieving this goal.'1 Prabhupada, as

ISKCON's guru, taught his disciples through his writing and speeches as

well. These writings will be investigated in this section to understand the

ISKCON ideal of spiritual achievement.

Spiritual development has been of particular interest to contemporary

religious educators. James W. Fowler has been foremost in formulating a

stage theory of faith development. His research was conducted over eight

years and incorporates the accounts of Jews, Catholics, Protestants,

agnostics and atheists. Fowler's understanding of 'faith' is not strictly

religious, in the liturgical and theological sense. Faith is the way humans

construct meaning around their lives. 'Faithing' is the term which better

conveys the sense of the active role faith has in the individual's life. A

comparison of Fowler's model of faith development with ISKCON's ideal of

spiritual achievement may illuminate the similarities and differences

between the two models. The similarities may indicate some universal

elements of spirituality, since Fowler's model is western and ISKCON's

eastern in origin. The discrepancies between the two models, however, will

reveal where Fowler's model fails to explain spirituality in the Hare

Krishnas. This comparison also yields a new perspective on the lifestyle of

the Hare Krishnas. From Fowler's model, one may postulate possible

aspects of the devotees' lives which influence their spiritual development

in ISKCON.2 ln sum, Fowler's model should be somewhat illuminating when

applying it to the case of the Hare Krishnas. However, I do not intend to

impose Fowler's stage theory on ISKCON's ideal of spiritual development.

The theory of faith development may be inadequate to f ully explain

spirituality in Hare Krishna devotion.

Finding Faith in Fowler

The foundation of Fowler's theory is grounded primarily in the work of
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Piaget, Kohlberg, and Erikson. Piaget's and Kohlberg's theories influence the

f ramework of faith development while Erikson's developmental theory

influences the workings within Fowler's theory. Like Piaget, he views u...

development as resulting f rom the interchange between an active,

innovative subject and a dynamic, changing environment."3 The overall

structure of faith development follows those of Piaget's and Kohlberg's

theories where:

...periods of equilibrium alternate with transitional phases in which,
under the impact of new experiences, of changed environments, and of
new ways of knowing in other domains, the structural patterns of
faith-knowing undergo relinquishment and transformation.a

These periods of equilibration are stage-like and progress in an invariant

sequence. And, like Piaget's and Kohlberg's models, each stage

incorporates and elaborates upon former stages. Movement from one of

these stages to the next is not automatic, determined by factors such as

age, genetics or psychological maturity. lnstead, "...the maturational

schedule of human beings and ...the related social expectations, roles and

supports with which societies greet our emerging new capacities..."5 can

influence the course of development, just as with Piaget's and Kohlberg's

theories.

Each stage is a plateau, integrating structures of thought and values

into a balanced whole. The individual will remain at a stage as long as

experiences can be assimilated into the stage. Development is the

consequence of the doubt raised in the ability of a stage to account for

some new experience. Thus, "...transition itself occurs when the

equilibrium of a given stage is upset by encounters with crises, novelties,

and experiences of present patterns of constitutive-knowing."6 This is

where the influence of Erikson's theory becomes apparent. For faithing,

constitutive-knowing will be directly related to the person's sense of
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self. The devotees' sense of self is linked with Krishna--they believe they

are 'part and parcel' of him. As a consequence, they believe they should be

self less: "There is no ambition of motive in pure Krsna ( s ic)

consciousness."T Each devotee seeks to reestablish "...his own identity,

his own constitutional position: ...to serve."8 Central to the devotees' idea

of self is their position of servitude to Krishna. This concept will prove

problematic in regards to Fowler's theory. ln ISKCON, the devotees do not

strive to assert autonomy: "Just like a servant, one should act fully under

the direction of the Supreme Lord. A servant has no individual

independence."9

One deviation of Fowler's theory from Piaget's and Kohlberg's is in the

way "...Piaget (and following him, Kohlberg) separates cognition (the

'structural aspect of knowing') and affection (the 'energetics or emotional

dimension of knowing'). IFor Fowler] faith...is a knowing which involves

both reason and feeling.'10 Piaget and Kohlberg conceptualize knowing as

a separation of thought from the individual. Fowler's added dimension is

that "...we 'build' ourselves through choices and moral (self-defining)

commitments" where "the identity or worth of the person is...directly at

stake....'1 1 Knowing is not objective, as Piaget and Kohlberg describe it,

but self-ref lective and constructive of the individual. As the person

matures through Erikson's stages his/her sense of self changes, which

may either effect or be influenced by development in faith. This explains

Daner's use of Erikson's stage of identity vs. identity confusion to explain

adolescent attraction for ISKCON. The devotees' conversion to the Hare

Krishnas may be expressive of the crisis of adolescence. Their

involvement in ISKCON could be precipitated by a life stage crisis and may

actually resolve this crisis.

Faith is an active construction of meaning:
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Faith has to do with the making, maintenance, and transformation of
human meaning.... [We] shape our lives in relation to more or less
comprehensive convictions or assumptions^about reality...[where] the
world...[has] character, pattern, and unity.r¿

Decisions are made based on a belief of the ultimate truth of the world.

The ultimate environment is the source of this truth and transcends the

reality ¡t describes. The Hare Krishna ultimate environment centers on

Krishna, who is the devotees' Absolute Truth. "Spiritual life means to be

in association with the Supreme Lord and to exist in bliss and knowledge

êternally."13 For the devotees truth and knowledge lie only in Krishna and

are found only through association with him. ISKCON's view of the

ultimate environment asserts that we are meant only to love Krishna,

serve him and please him to be truly fulfilled. They believe the senses

should "...be utilized for the satisfaction of His senses..." for by

"...satisfy[ing] Krsna's senses...naturally we will become satisfied."14 The

transcendent nature of faith "...orients us toward centers of power and

value which promise to sustain our lives....'1 5 So, ISKCON is the

environment within which devotees can focus their lives upon the

ultimate to f ind their spiritual satisfaction. Faith binds together the

components of human experience: self, others, and the system of ultimate

values. Each stage of faith will have a different understanding of how

these components relate to one another.

From this idea of a multifaceted dynamic of faith, Fowler constructs

six stages of faith. The development of faith begins in infancy, where

faith depends on trust and need fulfillment. As with Kohlberg's theory of

moral development, not many people reach the highest stage and many will

usually develop to around stage three or four. Fowler's idea of the

evolution of faith is oriented toward a universalizing faith. lt remains to

be seen, however, whether the Hare Krishnas have the same idea of a
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mature faith. Consequently, my analysis will be aimed at assessing

whether the spiritual journey of the Hare Krishnas can be fully explained

by Fowler's theory of faith development. The picture of the Krishna faith

in the following subsection will be fragmented. This is due to the effort

not to impose Fowler's model upon the Hare Krishna faith but to see where

the pieces of the devotees' experiences may fall within Fowler's model.

Fitting the Pieces Together

lnfancy sees the emergence of faith in the pre-stage called

Undifferentiated faith. Around the age of 3-7, the child is at stage 1,

Intuitive-Projective faith. Experience is meaningful through its

emotional impact, which can be long-lasting and even impress "...a

permanent cast on the emotional and cognitive funding of faith."16 At

stage 2, Mythic-Literal faith, the school child finds meaning in concrete,

literal ways. The ultimate is anthropomorphized and narrative provides

unity for experience. This element is found in ISKCON. The Hare Krishnas

depend on concrete stories and literal translations of the texts. This

applies particularly to their understanding of the ultimate environment:

"Lord Krsna and His abode exist and one can go there, reach Him, and

associate with Him."17 Above all else, their god is a personal god. As

Prabhupada explains, they believe the "...platform of personal relationship

[with god] is certainly higher than the impersonal relationship....'1 I
Fowler finds some adolescents and adults at this stage. lndividuals at

this stage do not "...step back from the flow of stories to formulate

reflective, conceptual meanings."19 Movement into stage 3 comes with a

heightened awareness of interpersonal relationships.

Stage 3, Synthetic-Conventional faith, makes meaning according to

the expectations of others, without a strong sense of identity and

independence. This stage characterizes adolescence, though adults may
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find equilibrium here. Significant others--peers or traditional authority

figures--are central to constructing meaning. As will be discussed in

greater detail further oî, the authority of the gurus in devotees' spiritual

lives is necessary. Evidence of 'traditional authority figures' is clear in

ISKCON. Devotees "...have to agree to become the servant of the servant of

the servant [of Krishna]. This is the process of disciplic succession, and

if one wants real, transcendental love of God, then he has to adopt this

process.'20 There is little awareness of a system of ultimate meaning, so

that ideology is not examined objectively. Yet, it is during this stage that

the individual considers meaning as incorporating a direction toward some

goal: "...incorporating one's past and anticipated future in an image of the

ultimate environment unified by characteristics of personality."2l Th¡s

correlates with the opinion of some researchers that youth join ISKCON

because they seek some concrete future when they realize the ambiguity

their future holds for them. This could indicate a possible motivation for

conversion in adolescents' faith development.

The dominant themes in stage 3 are the reliance on authority and the

importance of interpersonal relationships. Both of these are central for

providing the individual meaning and direction. The transition from this

stage comes with a conflict or breakdown of authority sources leading to

critical reflection. lf the Hare Krishna never break that authority nor

enter into critical reflection, then they cannot progress developmentally,

according to this model. Critical reflection is discouraged in ISKCON, for

they believe one cannot find the truth oneself and needs a spiritual

master.

Ref lection and 'demythologizing' are the essence of stage 4,

lndividuative-Reflective faith. At this point the late adolescent/adult

becomes involved in a "...critical distancing from...[his/her] previous

assumptive value system" and "....a relocation of authority within the
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self."22 This internal authority, or 'executive êgo,' accepts the input of

responsibility of choice in determining affiliation and action. lf one

maintains dependency upon external sources of authority, s/he will

potentially find "...longlasting equilibrium in a transitional position

between stages 3 and 4."23 Symbols that were once seen "...as organically

linked with the realities they represent..."24 are broken by the individual

through critical thought. This symbolic break is not made by the Hare

Krishnas in the movement. They see reason as limited and restricted by

our delusions in the material world. Fowler explains that the transition

from this stage happens when the individual realizes the complexity in the

nature of truth.. .:'25 beyond his or her critical assessments.

Gonjunctive faith, stage 5, is a "...more dialectical and multileveled

approach to life truth"2 6 than that of stage 4. ¡t recognizes the

incomplete truths within all religions. This faith is empowering, giving

the individual a strong sense of personal and group meaning while

"...recognizing that...[it is] relative, partial and inevitably distorting

apprehensions of transcendent rcalily."27 The difference here is that,

while the Hare Krishnas do not deny the incomplete truths contained in

other religions, they assert that their faith is the truth. The Hare

Krishnas believe that their tradition is sanatana-dharma, eternal religion.

They support this by their view that the Hare Krishna origin is a-historic

and has not changed through history. This eternal religion, "...which has

neither beginning nor end is unlike anything sectarian [such as Hinduism,

Muslim, Christianityl, which has limits and boundaries.'28 Since devotees

see Krishna consciousness as the center of all living beings, they believe

¡t is the Absolute Truth which runs through all other religions:

"sanatana-dharma is the constant companion of the living being, the

unifier of all religions."29 Thus they do not necessarily condemn other

religions, though they may criticize how they are practiced, but see
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Krishna consciousness as the source of those religions.

Responding to the critical thought of the previous stage, Fowler's

conjunctive faith seeks to reinstate the mythical qualities of faith and

reunite the symbol with the symbolized. Fowler uses Ricoeur's term

'second naivete' to describe this "...postcritical desire to resubmit to the

initiative of the symbolic.'30 This entails relearning, resembling the

resocializing of devotees discussed earlier. Though, in Fowler's model,

this relearning may use critical thought only as a "...tool...to avoid

self-deception and to order truths...,"31 the Hare Krishnas relearn without

such aid. They have rejected critical thought altogether and relearn solely

through the experience of loving Krishna:

...to attain unalloyed love of Krsna (sic) one has to execute
devotional service, or Krsna consciousness.... The highest perfectionai
stage of unalloyed devotion is to be free from all material desires,
all mental speculation, and all fruitive activities.S 2

The transition from conjunctive faith is motivated by the call to apply a

transforming vision to the world. For the Hare Krishnas, the

untransformed world is material existence. They strive to f ree

themselves f rom material bonds so they can transform themselves

spiritually: "The spiritual body...will develop only as soon as one becomes

free from the contamination of this material existence."33 The devotees

spread this message to others so that they may learn the truth and be

freed from the suffering of ignorance.

Universalizing faith is built on "...visions of what life is meant to

b e . " 3 4 This faith sees forces in the world that work against the

fulfillment of life and stands against such negations. This is precisely

what devotees of Krishna profess: "...due to contact with material nature,

the soul has forgotten its actual position and has become trapped in the

evolutionary process of transmigration....'35 Thus the devotees denounce
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material attachment, for they believe attachment only brings suffering

and obscures our relationship with Krishna. Understanding one's

relationship with Krishna is central to devotees. "'God is great, I am His

part and parcel, and therefore He is my supreme lovable object.' This

consciousness is the highest perfection of human life and the ultimate

aim of all methods of self-realization."36 Their faith is intrinsically tied

with their interpersonal experience with Krishna: their feelings. They

measure the deepening of their faith by how much bliss they receive from

Krishna. "The underlying principle of devotional service is unalloyed love

for Krsna."37 As they become closer to Krishna they become happier.

In stage 6 there is an inclusiveness of community, for all humans are

regarded by the same universal principles. As Fowler explains, the

"...principles by which human beings divide themselves from each

other...are no divisions that f inally determine their relative worth and

value."38 This position is echoed by Prabhupada when he says that the

pure devotee "...does not see, in the material world, someone as higher and

someone as lower--higher and lower positions are ephemeral...."39 The

Hare Krishnas continually stress that their method of spiritual

development is possible for anyone to enter into. However, the beginning

of a major discrepancy between Fowler's stage 6 and ISKCON's

self-realization is at this point. ln Universalizing faith the transcendent

is "...not necessarily of the symbols, myths, propositions or doctrines

formulated to represent or communicate it.'40 However, in direct

contrast, the transcendent is communicated perfectly in the scriptures

and practices of the Hare Krishnas. The Hare Krishnas are participants in

the Ultimate Reality of Krishna consciousness, which is incompletely

acknowledged in other religions. Although the Hare Krishnas "...oppose

those structures of life that block and deny the future of persons and

being in God,'41 they clearly work from their own conception of Ultimate
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reality: that god is the personal god as described in the Vedic scriptures.

Discrepancies in Development: A Possible Explanation?

According to the drift and active theories of devotee involvement in

ISKCON, the pre-convert would most likely be found around stage three or

four. First, the age of onset of these stages is adolescence and young

adulthood, the age when most members join the Hare Krishnas. Second,

the adolescent life issues that these youth may be confronting would

place them in these stages. Stages three and four contain the elements of

the need for affiliation or meaning which could initiate a spiritual search.

The search could be motivated by a need for personal approval and

affirmation, resulting in the affinity for a strong authority figure--stage

3. The search could also be a consequence of the deconstruction of one's

religious affiliation, perhaps resulting in a disenchantment with that

religion--stage 4. There is indication that the strong connection between

the symbols and their transcendent power in ISKCON is the product of the

'second naivete.' Members often explain that they have felt a lack of

meaningful religious experiences and wish to return to the fundamentals

of loving God. However, if the member enters at stage 3 his/her concrete

view of the ultimate environment would be interpreted as evidence of

stage 2. Faith development within ISKCON may depend greatly on the

faith stage at the time on enlry.4z From Fowler's theory, those who enter

at stage 3 would not reach stage 4, much less the stage of Universalizing

faith, because they will not resort to critical thought in their faith

development. As evidenced by the non-cohesive description of the Hare

Krishna's faith from Fowler's perspective, a model such as Fowler's may

not adequately account for discrepancies in the case of ISKCON. Fowler's

model does fit better in the explanation of the pre-converts' experience.

From the point of conversion, however, the explanation is haphazard and
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incomplete. Moreover, the spiritual advancement of the guru is

unattainable by a novice devotee, from Fowler's perspective for the

devotee does not pass through a stage of critical and rational assessment

of his/her faith.

llluminating One Aspect of Faith Development

Despite some of the apparent inadequacies of Fowler's model, the

model does contribute the insight that the life stages of devotees may be

very important. As in Fowler's and Erikson's model, role changes in

ISKCON may precipitate a movement in development. Devotees can adopt

various roles in ISKCON. These roles have different expectations of the

devotees and may bring new challenges which precipitate further faith

development. The possible roles in the devotee's life cycle are: u1 
.

Brahmacari (síc) - celibate student 2. Grhastha- householder, married

man 3. Vanaprastha- retired order 4. Sannyasi, swami- renounced order

of life."4 3

As Daner explains potential devotees go through a trial period of

temple life for about six months to a year before they are initiated. Once

initiated, "...the student's life...is meant for creating a spirit of

detachment [from the material world] through knowledge, renunciation,

and devotion to the Lord."44 Burr feels that the role of brahmacharin

allows for individualism of the men of the movement. These devotees

have responsibilities to themselves and their guru alone, thus privatising

their devotional life. "By renouncing their rights to marriage,

brahmacharins free themselves from family responsibilities and social

encumbrances in general.'4S Thus, they can move from temple to temple

more freely or "...travel all round the world,...via the world-wide ISKCON

temple network...providing themselves with an enjoyable and varied

life."46 They would seem to have more freedom than householders in
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mov¡ng from place to place; and, probably, much more freedom than

sannyasins who, as leaders, would have many more responsibilities

within thb temple. The "...sannyasrns play [leading roles] in social,

economic, [and] political Sphers5"47 allowing for an even greater

opportunity for individualism.4I

Unlike the brahmacharin and sannyasin who are celibate, grihasthas

need not adhere to the rules of celibacy, though they should only have

intercourse to procreate. As householders with families, their lifestyles

are very different than those of devotees in the temple. "[Married]

devotees generally are expected to fend for themselves and financially

support their own families and children."49 Also, from my conversations

at the Philadelphia temple I found that householders rarely, if ever, come

to the early (4 A.M.) morning devotional services, due to their

responsibilities outside the temple. These services are very important in

starting the devotees' day in a communal spirit (though householders will

chant their rounds on their own). This may account for some of the

factors which separate householders from the flow of activities in the

temple. Because of this separation, many male householders are

encouraged to become vanaprastha, meaning that they leave their families

to live in the temple, but do not renounce their ties to their spouse and

children. The way these roles affect devotees' spiritual development is

the degree to which they allow the individual to be entirely centered in

devotion.

Clash in Faith Models

There are two crucial elements in the Hare Krishna belief system

which are problematic in Fowler's theory. Firstly, the literal and concrete

conception of Krishna and his worlds does not f¡t within Fowler's

Universalizing faith. Secondly, the submission to an authority
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figure--even spiritual masters remain servants of Krishna and of their

guru--is incongruent with Fowler's theory. For devotees to find pure love

of God, they must be as servants and "...act fully under the direction of the

Supreme Lord."So

The degree to which God is anthropomorphized in the Hare Krishna

beliefs is problematic for Fowler's theory. His theory does allow for

someone to f unction with a universal faith yet maintain his/her

connection to a particular religion (Christianity with Martin Luther King,

Jr. or Hinduism with Gandhi). Yet, the concrete perception of God for the

Hare Krishnas is outside of this allowance. Not only can one reach

Krishna's world and find ¡t as described in the scriptures, but one will

find a God who is recognizable by human-like characteristics. As

Prabhupada quotes from the scriptures, God is "...adept in playing on His

flute, whose blooming eyes are like lotus petals, whose head is bedecked

with a peacock's feather, whose figure of beauty is tinged with the hue of

blue clouds...."51 This concrete conception of God has no place in Fowler's

ideal of a fully developed, universal faith.

The difference in concepts of God, however, is a minor contention

compared with the difference in the form of authority. Before reaching

Universalized faith, Fowler contends that the individual must pull away

from authority figures and relocate authority within the self. Yet, the

Hare Krishnas f irmly believe that one should maintain the authority

figure-student/servant relationship throughout spiritual development,

even when the highest level of understanding is attained: "...the guru is not

to...forget his humble place before his own guru.'52 As Shinn explains,

even prabhupada honored his guru as a disciple, even 15 years after his

guru's death. Prabhupada wrote of his guru in 1961, u'...1 have come with

this offering just to worship you, remembering your lotus feet."53 Thus,

although a guru has authority over his disciples, he remains subservient to
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his own spiritual master: "...each guru has experienced both the inferior

and superior positions of the gurulsisya [disciple] relationship."54 As

each guru remains humble before his own guru, so do gurus and disciples,

alike, remain to Krishna. Gurus (not in a guru-disciple relationship)

consider each other as equals: They are godbrothers. Hence, in ISKCON

there is a hierarchical arrangement:

Krishna

The hierarchy in ISKCON is more than a structure of authority--it

represents a connectedness to God.

Gurus are treated as if they were God because of their close

relationship with Krishna, but are not to be conf used with God.

Consequently, to "...surrender to a guru is, in effect, to place your whole

life under his care as if he were God himself."55 This surrender is,

ideally, complete so that the spiritual master may guide the disciple 'back

to Godhead.' As explained in Section ll, the devotees' relationship with

his/her guru can be decisive in the commitment of the devotee to ISKCON.

lf the devotee surrenders, even partially, to the guru "...as spiritually

ignorant, fully subservient, and completely devoted dependent of the

guru,u56 then the influence of this retationship should be expected.

Whose Standard of Development?-Conclusion

Faith development for the Hare Krishnas may depend on personal

absorption in their specific worldview more than a broadening in their

faith. As they develop spiritually, they are expected to think more of

Krishna and devote energy increasingly to spreading his word. This

increasing singlemindedness, from Fowler's perspective, runs counter to

the course of faith development. As James Loder, author of T h e

devotees
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Transformational Moment, points out a model such as Fowler's "...seems to

reflect...the'ritualization of progress'in an achievement obsessed

society,'S7 one of the very things that Hare Krishna devotees may be

rejecting. lf this is the case then it is not surprising that Fowler's

highest stage of faith does not correlate fully with ISKCON's spiritual

ideal. They strive for complete devotion to a narrow worldview to become

spiritually liberated. Loder further indicates that Fowler's standard of

faith may "...implicitly if not explicitly [be] contaminated by the sickness

of a society which makes any advancement automatically 'good' and

ignores those mounting factors which point to... countless inversions of

progress?"s8 The Hare Krishnas may aim to be one of those inversions of

progress in a material world. lf so, then Universalizing faith may not

account for their very different ultimate orientation--to find the truth in

love of Krishna.

A new issue arises when comparing the underlying ideals of progress

in Fowler's western model and ISKCON's eastern-based model. Both Loder

and Klostermaier indicate the elements of western 'progress' which may

be counterproductive to spiritual development--elements which may have

'contaminated' Fowler's model. Their criticisms are aimed at rationality,

which they feel can preclude sensitivity to ultimacy and emotion.

The criticism does not apply so much to the nature of the highest

faith maturity level as it does to the course taken to reach that level. The

process of development, in Fowler's model, requires a rational breakdown

of old ways of thinking so that the process may continue. This drive

toward the achievement of developmental progress becomes evident when

applying Fowler's theory to the Hare Krishnas. Devotees do not seem to

pass through the stage of critical thought and demythologization and,

consequently, seem to remain in a developmental 'limbo.' A model such as

Fowler's would interpret the Hare Krishna's spiritual quest as a process
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This could be taken further to

say that their quest is 'unhealthy' since it does not follow the expected

course of development nor does it seem to be leading toward the same

construction of a developmental path depends greatly upon its cultural

context. Loder feels that, in our society, progress too often causes the

individual to be concerned only with the self and the 'world,' his/her

perception of 'reality.' According to LOder, this results in ""'a death of

conscience and a loss of ultimate concerns."60 The individual can be so

distracted by individuality that s/he forgets connection to others and to a

higher system of meaning. The Hare Krishnas work toward becoming a

community of God, to 'remember' their connection to each other and

Krishna. Their commitment to discovering these spiritual elements of the

goal.Loderilluminatesthat''[n]ormaldevelopmentis

constructed, socially supported, and culturally maintained'

psychologicallY

...'59 Thus, the

social context in America' What

is their method for achieving this

comes not through critical thought but

Klostermaier describes the social context of

Klostermaier believes that "Caitanya's

a 'democratic protest' against the

day.'61 There is evidence of protest

self sets them aPart f rom their

distinguishes them even moreso

spi ritu alitY--feel i ng.

SPiritual understanding

through feeling, in ISKCON'

theologY and Practices todaY'

movement...can be seen as

intellectual...elitism of his own

the origins of caitanya's movement, which is the foundation of lsKcoN's

against intellectualism in Krishna consciousness even now' What is even

more fascinating about caitanya's movement, however' is that it

,,...re-instated feeting as a vatid way to liberation""" (italics mine)62 The

process of spiritual development through feeling is, then' a different kind

of deveropment from growth through inteilectuar consideration. lt is this

very difference in foundations of spiritual development which seems to
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set the Hare Krishnas apart form a western idea of spirituality, as found

in Fowler's model.

W¡th this new perspective, it may seem inappropriate to look at the

Hare Krishnas at all through a western viewpoint. Yet, through many

d if f ere nt perspectives--psycholog ical, sociolog ical, theolog ical--th is

paper has revealed that the experiences of Hare Krishna devotees can be

accounted for, at least prior to their commitment to ISKCON. Once the

devotee is fully devoted to the movement, these perspectives seem

increasingly inadequate for explaining Krishna consciousness. ISKCON

remains within a western context and, consequently, will continue to

relate to this context. The survival of the movement depends, in part, on

its ability to straddle the ideological gap between intellectualism and

feeling. Moreover, ¡t must continue to address the issues of our

pluralistic society to somehow move beyond "...the conflicts created by

the faiths, the traditions, the sciences and the externalized ambitions of

the West."63 Just as Ellwood believes that the attraction of Hinduism

will remain so long as there are those 'naturally religious' individuals, as

explained in his quote at the beginning of this paper, ISKCON may maintain

its attraction as long as there are those who seek consciousness outside

of intellectual individualism. The religious quest the Hare Krishnas offer

is "...more a matter of the heart than an exercise of the intellect."64
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